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01 Introduction 

Goals of this course 
- Deeper knowledge of the brain and the motor system 

- Learning where this knowledge comes from 

o Course based on scientific, peer-reviewed papers 

o Advantage: up to date (latest knowledge in the field) 

o Disadvantage: “truth” is rarely black and white -> grey & complicated 

- Good understanding of the main research methods in the fields 

- Hands-on experience how to work with human subjects -> Practicum 

Introduction to experimental designs – why is that important? 
1. It’s important to understand the underlying logic & reasoning of experiments showed in this class 

2. You might have to design an experiment during the exam 

3. Verifying information is not only important for this course, it’s a life lesson 

Why do we think what we think? 
Why are beliefs like “bleed patients to cure them from yellow fever” accepted for such a long time ? 

 Because they were not put to a test! 

Why remain certain beliefs untested? 

- Told by authorities 

- Agree with common sense (seem logical) 

- Agree with personal experience 

o Sampling bias (smaller sample does not represent larger) 

o Observer bias (observer influences individuals) 

o Confirmation bias (if we have an idea and believe in it) 

How do we know whether information is reliable? 
 ASK: “What is this information based on?” or “How do you know?” 

 Science is the art of finding good answers to these questions in a systematic way 

The theory-data cycle 

 
ideas should be re-formulated into a theory 

Theory testing: Bsp. Therapeutic Touch 

TT: nursing technique where trained practioners can detect energy fields which extend the body of the 

patients. By touching this field they claim to rebalance a persons’ field and treat certain diseases 

 Emily Rosa’s experiment:  

after flipping a coin the experimenter approached the left or the right hand & the subject had to tell 

which one was approached  conclusion: unable to detect energy field  claim unjustified 

Theory testing: The weight of the evidence 

I am often asked “Do you believe in UFOs? I am 

always struck by how the question is phrased, the 

suggestion that this is a matter of belief and not of 

evidence. I am almost never asked, “how good is the 

evidence that UFOs are alien spaceships?” – C.Sargan 

 Weighing the evidence (never black & white) 
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Learning from mistakes  

 

The anatomy of an experiment 
Experiment defined by its intervention/manipulation: 

- Independent variable:  

o different experimental conditions or experimental treatments are designed to intervene with 

nature 

o Emily’s experiment: whether left or right hand is approached 

 Intervention (what we make happen in an experiment) 

- Dependent variable: 

o Collect data to measure the effect of different experimental conditions 

o Emily’s exp: answer of the practioner 

 Data (what we observe/measure) 

- Control variables: 

o Account for influences that are irrelevant to our question (but might bias the exp) 

Experimental designs 

Independent-Group design 

- 2 or more groups formed at random, each receiving a diff. experimental treatment (drug vs placebo) 

- Need many studies to confirm a theory  support by evidence from independent sources 

 Sometimes inter-individual differences can be larger than the effect of the experimental treatment 

Within-subject design 

- Each subject is confronted with all experimental conditions -> repeated measures design 

- Advantage: get rid of individual differences 

Ingredients for a good experiment 
Dependent measures should be reliable & valid 

- Reliability: can we rely on the measurements 

o i.e. is it still the same if we double-check (test-retest reliability) 

o or if somebody else checks it (inter-observer reliability) 

- Validity: measurement device measures what it is supposed to measure 
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02 Topic 1 – Cortical control of skilled movements 
- Anatomy of descending pathways 

- Origin & function of cortico-motorneuronal (CM) cells 

- Evolution, function anatomy of the Old M1 vs. New M1 

- Function, anatomy and between species 

- Transcranial electrical stimulation (TES) in humans 

- Biophysical principles of transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) 

- Basic principles of inducing Motor Evoked Potentials (MEP) 

- D-wave, I-wave hypothesis & models of the canonical circuit of neocortex 

Models in Neuroscience 

              

Descending motor pathways 

Comparison across different species 
- Manual tasks in different species 

o Rodents: basic 

o Primates: better motor control 

o Humans: extremely skilled (even able to use chopsticks) 

- Size of the brain 

o Rodents: (rats, mice) 

 tiny brain 

o South-American = “new world monkeys”: Owl Monkey 

 Evolved rather early  small brain size 

o African = “old world” monkeys: Rhesus monkey 

 Closer to humans  medium brain size 

o Humans 

 More brain volume, more sulci  more surface 

Movement are mediated by descending tracts 
- Corticobulbar: 

o Innervates nuclei in the brain stem  

 tracts in the spinal cord: 

 Rubrospinalis  distal limbs 

 Reticulo-, Vestibulospinal  

 Posture, proximal limbs 

- Corticospinal: 

o Starts in motor cortex 

o 90% crosses the midline  contralateral 

 distal limbs  fine movement 

o 10% stays  ipsilateral  proximal limbs 

 Posture 

 most important tract for fine movement 
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Corticospinal tract and skillful movements 
- most descending tracts: connect to spinal interneurons which, in turn, project to the alpha MN 

- Cortico-motorneuronal (CM) cells: only direct excitatory connection from motor cortex to α-MN 

Where do CM projections originate from? 

Anterogade tracer: inject in presynapse  tracer in postsynapse 

Retrograde tracer: inject in muscle (postsynapse)  tracer shows 

up in presynaptic neuron  measure in SC.  

If you wait longer: shows up in the cortex 

Rabies virus: transported exclusively in the retrograde direction 

by neurons in the CNS of primates, moves in a time-dependent 

fashion (~3days per synapse) 

After 6 days: 

tracer found in the  

anterior wall of the sulcus 

topographic orientation, but 

overlapping areas 

Confirm anatomical data by 

functional tests: Place electrodes 

over finger neurons & test 

whether there is a finger twitch: 

Something also happens in the primary motor cortex (no tracer found there) 

a lot of big dots (little current needed to evoke movement) in the anterior wall & 

same organization 

 CM cells are located in the anterior wall of the sulcus (big dots) 

o After 3 more days: tracer found in interneurons of layer 3 

 Other neurons that have indirect connection to the alpha MN are located …? 

rodents, new monkeys 

only in humans & higher 

monkeys: new neurons 

that evolved  

 direct input to MN 

 CM connections have 

emerged from rodents to 

primates together with an 

increase in the CST (more 

fibers)  

                        much finer control of movement 

 The CM system provides the capacity for fractionation of movements & the control of small groups of 

muscles in a highly selective manner, an important feature of skilled voluntary movements in the 

acquisition of new motor skills. 
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Lesions of the CST in different species 
Stroke in Locomotion Manual dexterity  

Rodents No sign, disruption of 
locomotor function 

Sign. Alteration followed 
by limited to extensive 
recovery 

locomotion on SC level 
-> lesion in cortex does not 
affect locomotion 

Macaque monkeys Some permanent 
locomotor deficits 

Complete loss of function 
followed by limited 
recovery 

Some aspects where the 
cortex is needed; cannot 
compensate with SC 

humans Loss of independent 
walking abilities 

Permanent deficits of 
function 

Absolutely relied on cortex 
for movement 

 animals have a different system  difficult to translate to human model 

Indirect corticospinal control via propriospinal neurons 

Propriospinal Neurons (PN): alternative pathway in SC to pass information  

to MN (different route)  hope that they take over function of the CST if lesioned 

- Normally: Measure early EPSP  

-> CM cells (fast transmission route) 

- apply lesions: 

o C2: no response in MN 

o C5: no quick response of MN  

late response (via alternative route) 

Balance of different systems (direct/indirect) is shifted  

when we move along species (Rodents: only indirect)  

 maybe we can reactivate alternative route (don’t know whether it works yet) 

- The CM system works in parallel with other indirect corticospinal influences, 

e.g. PN. It was hypothesized that the relative contribution of PSN decreases 

if the functional contribution of CM increases 

- Evidence that the human PN system is important for recovery after stroke 

- NOTE: no such PN system exists in rodents (no CM) 

Cat: 100% late EPSP (excitatory post synaptic potentials) due to more PN, but no CM! 

Monkey: the more CM the less late EPSPs & larger CM-EPSPs 

Human: very large CM-EPSPs, late EPSPs? 
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03 Topic 2a – TMS Basics 
- Short history: Transcranial electrical stimulation (TES) in humans 

- Biophysical principle of transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) 

- Basic principles of inducing Motor Evoked Potentials (MEP) 

- D-wave, I-wave hypothesis and models of the canonical circuit of neocortex 

- Limitations of TMS and potential solutions (Rest motor threshold, F-waves) 

Goal of this class 
That you can read and understand papers that use basic TMS techniques 

Short History 

Testing the corticomotor system in humans with transcranial electrical stimulation (TES) 
P.A. Merton stimulated the brain electrically and observed the results (1980) 

- Used brief but extremely high voltages (2000V) because it has to get through the skull 

- Recordings of action potentials from contracting muscles  

- Too painful for clinical or research application 

Testing the human corticomotor system with Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) 
Silvanus P. Thompson (1910) did the first magnetic stimulation 

- Used capacitor (battery that can discharge quickly) magnetic field between 2 coils 

 first general idea to use a magnetic field to stimulate the brain, but not usable 

Barker (1985) 

- Capacitor and coil held over the head 

 painfree and non-invasive  everybody can tolerate it 

easy to use, no direct contact with scalp needed 

 from the lab to the clinics 

Note: The introduction of TMS was remarkable (and very unusual) because application in humans and 

patients preceded animal experiments investigating the underlying mechanisms. 

Technical principle of TMS 
- Farraday’s law of electromagnetic induction: an alternating current in one conductor induces current 

in the opposite direction in a nearby other conductor 

- TMS uses electromagnetic induction to excite neurons 

 

Testing the corticomotor system with Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) 
- By magnetic stimulation we can activate MNs in layer 5 of the cortex 

and measure the muscular response: Motor Evoked Potential (MEP) 

o Size & latency to analyze corticomotor excitability 

- The homunculus in primary motor cortex enables very precise  

hotspots finding to activate certain muscles 
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Coil design and the induced magnetic field 

- Round coil: activates large area of the brain, less focal 

- Figure 8 coil: sharp electric field, focally in a small precise location 

Electrical field decay for a figure-8 coil 

- Exponential decay: the further inside the brain the more the field decays 

- Effect: only at 100V/m or more  

 tissue in 2cm under coil is close enough for stimulating 

Only very superficial part of the cortex (gray matter) can be reached 

- El. Field is high enough 1cm around the midpoint  relatively focal 

Note: the cortical current densities of TMS are determined by the stimulus waveform, the stimulating coil, 

and the relative coil-to-tissue distribution (unique to each subject) 

How does TMS activate single axons? 

TMS induces an electrical current  neurons are stimulated electrically 

Whether or not neural tissue is depolarized such that an AP  

emerges depends mainly on the gradient of the induced field 

- Straight axons: AP at point of maximal negative gradient 

- Curved axons (e.g. in the cortex): AP at the bend 

- Much more complex spatial relationship between el. field and many different neurons of neocortex 

 How does TMS activate the neocortex? 
- One can quantify the effects of TMS directly via Motor Evoked Potentials 

- MEPs are evoked in a direction specific manner 

o posteror-lateral to anterio-medial 

o electric current: orthogonal to central sulcus 

o Reason: don’t really know 

o hypothesis: axons are curved due to the gross anatomy  

(neuron more likely to polarize at the bend) 

- Stronger stimulation evokes larger MEPs 

o Response in muscle (MEPS) depend on intensity of stimulation 

o When the intensity is too low: you don’t see anything 

o When the intensity is very large: Plateau (system outmaximized) 

 Sigmoid recruitment curve (also called input-output curve) 

- Voluntary contraction increases MEPs 

o Pre-activated muscles increase MEP amplitude (further increase plateau) 

- MEPs are evoked trans-synaptically 

o AP recordings from electrodes implanted in SC: 

 TES:  massive artifact; D wave (little response) 

 TMS: Series of I waves (Indirect waves) 

 TMS produces mainly I waves which become larger with voluntary muscle activity 

 An MEP results from the summation of these waves (bigger MEPs for more & larger I waves) 

Models of the canonical circuit of neocortex 
All areas of the neocortex: similar architecture (“canonical” circuit cerebral cortex) 

Primary motor cortex: massive layer 5&6 (CST); many interneurons 

P2+3: Interneurons in layer 2 & 3 

P5: Pyramidal neurons in layer 5 

Excitatory connection between P2/3 and P5  upregulation 

GABA cells inhibit both keep it under control 
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Models of neocortex for I1 waves 

electrical stimulation: 

excite pyramidal cells 
directly at the axon  
 direct activation of 
neurons of the CST  
 early D-wave 

 

magnetic stimulation: 

stimulation of 
superficial interneurons 
close to the coil 
 excitation of 
pyramidal neurons but 
also GABA cells 
 takes longer due to 
extra synapse 
 GABA cells shut it 
down again 
 explains only 
1 I-wave? 

Models of neocortex for late I waves 

Increase the intensity of the TMS stimulation 

 

stimulation of 
interneurons  
 pyramidal cells 
 first I-wave 

amplitude of later 
I-waves gets 
smaller due 
inhibition 
through GABA 
cells 

 

 

Enhance GABAergic 
activity by medication 
 makes influence 
stronger 

 affects only late I-
waves! 

 more inhibition  
 less I-waves  
 lower MEP 

 
Proof that this GABAergic cells play a role in 
controlling these indirect cells 

Models of neocortex for D/I waves 

Electr. Field strong 
enough to depolarize 
some axons of the 
parymidal cells 
 D-Wave 

MEP still reflects 
mainly I-waves 

 

Pre-activated muscles: 

Higher excitability of 
pyramidal cells (more 
responsive) 
 larger I-waves 

Note: we can activate pyramidal cells trans-synaptically with TMS (important to interpret data) 

Practical implications of D/I wave hypothesis 

Input from other areas might project to the interneurons (excite or inhibit them) 

 not only magnetic field activates interneurons but other areas of the cortex might too 

 not only testing the connection between the cortex & the SC (CST) but also computations in the cortex  

 try to learn something about the computation in the cortex during different tasks that influence MEPs  
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03 Topic 2b – TMS practical’s 

Stimulating the human brain 

TMS (Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation) 
- Little discomfort 
- Activates pyramidal layer 5 neurons of motor 

cortex trans-synaptically via interneurons in 
layer 2/3 

- MEP results from I-waves 

TES (Transcranial Electric Stimulation) 
- Painful 
- Activates pyramidal neurons of motor cortex 

in layer 5 
- MEP results from D-waves 

 

Weak TMS pulse  activating Interneurons 
 pyramidal cells  MEP 

 

Weak TES pulse  activate pyramidal neurons 
directly  MEP 

 

Strong TMS pulse  more Interneurons activated 
 more pyramidal cells recruited with higher 
frequency  α-MN stronger activated higher MEP 

 

Strong TES pulse  more pyramidal neurons 
recruited with higher frequency  larger MEP 

 

Weak TMS pulse but other area activating cortex 
e.g. muscle contraction  somatosensory cells 
influencing the motor cortex 
 large MEP (even with weak TMS pulse) 

 

Weak TES pulse but influence from another area 
 interneurons pre-activated but D-Waves are 
not relying on interneurons  
 electrical stimulation is insensitive to what is 
going on in other areas 
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MEP size is a measurement for the corticomotor excitability 

 

Limitations of TMS and potential solutions 
1. TMS intensities need to be adjusted to the individual 

 Determine appropriate threshold 

2. TMS outcome parameters (e.g. MEP amplitude) are highly variable 

 Measure enough data under controlled conditions 

3. TMS measures the whole corticomotor pathway from cortex over SC to muscle 

 Problem for physiological/anatomical interference  Perform control analyses 

4. Most TMS parameters are VERY sensitive to small changes in muscle activity 

 Problem for interpretation  Perform control analyses 

1. Determining TMS intensity 
- Intensity in % of Maximum Stimulator Output (%MSO) 

o Type/brand of stimulator 

o Type/brand of coil 

o Anatomy/physiology of the individual 

 all have an effect on corticomotor pathway 

 Big problem for comparability of studies & subjects 

 Solution: Chose reference intensity such that a defined effect on the corticomotor pathway is evoked 

o MEP amplitude of 1mV 

o Rest Motor Threshold (RMT) 

 = lowest intensity to evoke a very small response (MEP of at least 0.05mV) in 5/10 trials 

 Anatomy/physiology of the individual influences RMT 

 Genetics has an influence on MEP threshold 

 Variability depends on coil-to-cortex distance &  

 RMT is higher when skull is far away from the brain 

 distance of a few mm makes a huge difference due to exponential decay of el. field 

 Variability depends on cortical thickness of the hand area in M1 

 if you play piano a lot it gets thicker (harder to stimulate) 

2. TMS outcome parameters are highly variable 
- MEPs always look very different, but you can average them if you have 

enough data (15-20 MEPs per experimental condition) 

 then you can compare the average MEPs from 2 conditions 

 the bigger the mean MEP amplitude, the higher the corticomotor excitability 
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3. TMS measures the whole corticomotor pathway from cortex over SC to muscle 
Where do differences between conditions come from?  

 Problem of anatomical/physiological interference 

 cannot assign it to a structure (cortex, spinal cord, motor endplate/muscle fibers) 

Example: Effect of muscle vibration 

- muscle is vibrating  Receptors fire back to SC  α-MN become more excitable 

- Does muscle vibration also have an influence on cortex excitability? 

o Response in MEP is higher with vibration but how do we know where the effect is coming from? 

o Use TES: activate CST directly (not sensitive to Ins in cortex) 

 the lathe phase of vibration affects responses to TMS but not to TES 

 effect is only present if the measurement includes cortical interneurons 

 the late phase of vibration does not affect spinal or muscular factors  

     (because there is no effect when measured with TES) 

 but it affects cortical excitability (significant effect with TMS) 

- TES is very painful  used sparsely 

o Suggest: most TMS effects AT REST are of cortical origin 

o However we still don’t speak about cortical excitability, but about corticomotor excitability 

(because it could also be due to SC or muscle) 

4. Control of Muscle activity 
Main Problem: 

- MEPs are increased if TMS is applied while a muscle is activated 

 can’t say whether a larger MEP in one condition reflects increased dorticomotor excitability or 

simply higher EMG levels 

 change in EMG level is a potential confounding factor for the MEP data 

 Solution: Make sure that EMG levels are constant across conditions 

General Concerns 
- Metal ind the head or body (could heat up) 

- Implanted devices in the body (e.g. pacemaker) 

- Epilepsy (hyperexcitable brain) 

Single pulse TMS 
(pulses are separated by several seconds) 

Repetitive TMS 
Groups of pulses are administered with high 
frequency (up to 50Hr) 

Double pulse TMS 
(two pulses in close succession , followed by a 
break of several seconds) 

In gerenal, higher intensisites, higher frequencies, 
and loger durations of stimulation carry higher risk 

Generally safe in all populations Risk to provoke an epileptic seizure 

What can be investigated with TMS? 
1. Single pulse TMS can measure “hidden” activity in the primary motor cortex  

– often used for research in healthy subjects (motor imaginary is similar to real movement) 

o Don’t’ interpret absolute values but compare diff. exp. conditions  relative measurement 

2. Single pulse TMS can establish that the CST is intact – often uses in patients 

o Test either latencies or whether MEPs are present/absent  absolute measurement 

Later in this class: 

3. Paired pulse TMS can be used to more complex cortical physiology (e.g. connectivity between 2 areas) 

4. Repetitive TMS can be used to temporarily perturb a brain area (virtual lesion) 
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1. Single pulse TMS can measure hidden activity in the M1 

Effect of Motor imagery 

Hypothesis: Motor imagery resembles movement execution regarding the 

temporal movement pattern and the muscles involved 

- Flex thumb at “beep”  use APB-thumb flexor (on-phase) 

- Put thumb back up afterwards (off-phase) 

- ADM-pink abductor will never be active, but is measured as reference 

- Measuring MEPs when patients are at rest 

o Similar amplitude for first (on) & second (off) phase 

- Measuring MEPs when patients are doing the task 

o MEP amplitude larger in on-phase  

(when muscle is used) 

o No difference in the little finger,  

because it is not used in the task 

 Look at relative differences within the same muscle 

o Clear difference between flexing & extending the thumb 

 MEP higher when muscle is active, then GABA cells downregulate again 

o Excitability is higher during on than off phase also when  

imagining the task 

 Pattern is similar to when active (time & muscle specific) 

 Motor Imagery induces changes in corticomotor excitability with a 

similar temporal & muscle activation pattern as movement execution 

2. Single pulse TMS can establish that the CST is intact 

The brain’s blood supply 

- Middle cerebral artery  if blocked  weakness & sensory loss in arm, face >> leg, Aphasia 

- Anterior cerebral artery  if blocked  weakness & sensory loss in leg >> arm 

 Motor deficits depend on regions of the brain that are not supplied by blood anymore 

Stroke 

One of the first questions asked by family & patients: How much of the lost function will come back? 

 What is the patient’s recovery potential? 

 Can answer this question by statistics, but does not satisfy the patient (doesn’t know to which group he belongs) 

- 1/3 of stroke patients permanently disabled 

o >70% persisting upper limbs problems 

Individual recovery of upper limb function after stroke 

- Each line shows the recovery of arm function (the higher the score the better) 

- Two patients can have the same initial function but a very different 

recovery of function 

 Want to find a way to predict in what category the patients fall 

CST integrity predicts recovery of upper limb function 

Algorithm: PREP: Predicting REcovery Potential for hand/arm 

1. Measure Motor Function 

2. Test CST excitability (try to evoke MEPs) 

3. CST integrity (MRI) 

 PREP tests CST integrity & this is highly predictive of upper limb 

recovery potential! 

 The algorithm outperforms experienced therapists 

CST is not the only descending pathway that is important for upper limb recovery but the most important! 
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04 Topic 3 – Visuomotor control – Grasping 
- Grasping behavior 

- The neuronal network of grasping 

- Testing the API-PMv-M1 network in humans with TMS 

Prehension movement: reach & grasp 
- Best studies motor tasks of upper limb movement 

- Serve as experimental test case for the representation of action goals & how they are then translated 

into movements (action planning) 

- E.g. grasping a cup to drink involves a different grip from grasping a cup to clean it 

End-state comfort effect 

We plan our grasp according to the final action goal (put glass on shelf or pour drink) 

Different Grip types 

Power grip (a) 

Object is held between fingers and hand palm (with or without thumb) 

Precision grip (b) 

Object is held between thumb and fingers, often between thumb and index finger  

 highly skillful movement requiring developed M1 (not in rodents) 

Grasping kinematics 
- Grasping movements consist of a  

o transport component (hand is brought to the object) & 

o grasping component (fingers open & close around the object) 

- The hand pre-shapes during its journey to the target object (a) 

- Maximal grip aperture (distance between tip of thumb & tip of index 

finger) typically occurs within 70% of movement completion (b) 

- Grip aperture is scaled to object size (c) – the larger the object the 

larger the aperture (but always larger than object) 

Grip force and load force 
- Grip force (how much force you apply to the object) (has to be strong enough to counteract load force) 

- Load force (vertical lifting force) 

 

A: Object is lifted up, held in place and then put down again 

 always first grip force, then load force, then object is lifted 

B: Determining Slip ration: reduce Grip force until object slips through fingers 

 
𝐺𝑟𝑖𝑝 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒

𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒
 ratio: positive to avoid slipping  always apply a bit too much grip force  safety margin 
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Grip/load force depend on material that is grasped – different friction 

- Mass is constant  load force stays the same 

- Friction changes with material 

o Silk  slippery  low friction  high grip force 

o Sandpaper  rough  high friction  low grip force 

- Safety margin (grip force above slip ration) is for all materials the same (%) 

- Numb fingers  much higher safety margin (no matter what material) 

Grip/load force depend on material that is grasped – different mass 

- Grip- and load force are scaled with the object mass 

- The grip/load force ratio is constant  safety margin is a fixed percentage of the min. req. grip force 

Grasping relies on visuomotor integration – How does visual information reach the motor system? 

The neural network of grasping 

Primary Motor Cortex = M1= F1 

- Has dense connections to α-MNs of SC 

- Exerts very accurate & fine muscular control 

Ventral Premotor Cortex = vPMC = F5 

- Axons of premotor pyramidal neurons descend to SC via CST 

- Few direct connections to α-MNs 

- Dense connections to M1 

- Contains “motor vocabulary” of grasping 
(specialized cells that are active for specific grasping types) 

Most ventral premotor neurons are selective for different types of hand prehension 

 Ventral premotor cortex encodes the grip type 

AIP = anterior intraparietal area 

- Involved in sensorimotor transformations 

- Receives information from visual areas 

- Dense connections to ventral premotor cortex  

(ventral stream: vision for action translate visual information into action plan) 

- Encodes context specific grasp information 

Experiment:  Context (handle orientation) in which diff. grip types had to be performed is manipulated 

- LED light indicates what grip type  

 baseline (no grasping related activity) 

- Light to show orientation of handle 

 specify grasp specific parameters: 

     1. grip type (motor program) 

     2. grip orientation (context) 

- Dark: LED still indicates what grip type  plan the appropriate grip 

- LED dimmed: perform the movement  execute the appropriate grip 

 Test for each phase how many 

neurons are selective for  

grip type & grip orientation 

 AIP encodes visual context  

important for grasping 

 vPMC encodes the grip type 

 pMC executes movement 

An object’s properties are encoded as a gradient along the AIP-PMv-M1 axis, with the object first 

represented in visual attributes & then in terms of an appropriate grasp. 
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Testing AIP – ventral premotor – M1 network in humans 

Does human primary cortex exert very accurate & fine muscular control during grasping? 

Experiment:  

- carussel with objects (pen/disk) 

- subject has to grasps objects 

  automatically performs  

      right grip type 

 finger activation depends on grip type 

 planning a grip with thumg & index finger to pick up a pen increases excitability in the index finger 

 planning a grip with all fingers to pick up a pen increases excitability of the little finger 

 Excitability of M1 is grip type specific (already during planning phase) 

Does human ventral premotor cortex “tell” M1 which muscles need to be activated?` 

Testing ventral premotor – M1 connectivity in humans with TMS 

Hypothesis: 

- vPMC: encodes which finger we have to use  input to M1 

- M1: neurons represent finger perform movement acc. to input 

o Precision Grip (PG): vPMC tells M1 that we need index finger 

o Power  Grip (WHG): vPMC tells M1 that we need little finger 

 Test this by double stimulation 

o TMS is applied during presentation of the object, but before the beginning of the movement 

 first stimulate green (vPMC) & then black (M1) 

o Single stimulation (only M1): little response 

o Double stimulation: increased response  high connectivity 

between vPMC & M1 (excited neurons form vPMC send input to M1) 

 Brain connectivity can be tested with double stimulation 

vPMC – Index finger (1DI) representation in M1  

- grasping pen (PG): larger MEP  

 facilitating index finger movement 

- grasping disk (WHG): small MEP 

 index finger not facilitated 
 

vPMC – little finger (ADM) representation in M1 

- grasping pen (PG): small MEP 

 little finger not facilitated 

- grasping disk (WHG): larger MEP 

 little finger movement facilitated 

 

- A conditioning TMS pulse given over the vPMC affects M1 after a transmission time of 6-8ms 

- If the subject prepares a precision grip the index finger is facilitated 

- If the subject prepares a whole hand grip the pin finger is facilitated 

Does human AIP “tell” vPMC whether a disk or a pen needs to be grasped? 

Does a “virtual lesion” of AIP change the grip specific communication between vPMC & M1? 

- Test the connectivity between vPMC & M1 (like before) 

- Perturb AIP  knock out area for several minutes (mini stroke) 

o Repetitive TMS can be used to down-regulate the function of a specific cortical area 

- Test the connectivity again (are they still talking to each other?) 

 vPMC cannot distinguish which grip type we need  cannot tell M1 what finger we need 

 temporary perturbation of AIP function results in less grasp specific facilitation from vPMC to M1 
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 the virtual lesion approach is an elegant way to show that AIP is causally involved in grasping 

o Monkey experiment: ask him to perform a movement & observe 

 correlational evidence (cannot link an area to a function) 

o Human TMS experiment: want to show that an area is specifically needed for a task 

 causational evidence 

Model of AIP – vPMC – M1 grasping circuit (on cellular level) 

Example for grasping a disk (WHG) 

Neuron in AIP activated 

when disk is visible  

 neuron in PMc 

decides which muscles 

need to be facilitated 

 activates circuit that 

inhibits index & 

activates pinky finger 

 On exam: maybe 

same model but for 

grasping a pen (PG)? 

 

- PMv is connected with M1 corticospinal neurons (CSN, black paramids) via indirect inhibitory (red) and facilitory (blue) 

pathways 

- The PMv output neurons (orange pyramids) giving rise to these pathways receive inhibitory & faclitatory connections from 

canonical neurons in PMv (orange diamond). 

- Object-related neurons in AIP (green diamons) make facilitory projections to canonical PMv neurons 

- When grasping the disc, the corresponding object-related neurons in AIP increase their firing rate, which facilitates in turn 

the appropriate canonical neurons in PMv 

- In this example, activation of the PMv canonical cells yields facilitation of the ADM muscle representation by inhibition of 

the PMv-M1 inhibitory connections and facilitation of the facilitatory PMv-M1 connections 

How do we know what the rest of the brain does? How does visual information reach AIP? 

Processing of visual information in the dorsal & ventral stream 

Dorsal stream “where”  

vision-for action (processes visual entities 

that is needed to interact with the object) 
Ventral stream “what”  

vision-for-perception (recognize objects) 

Parietal-premotor loops are important for sensomotoric integration 

- Mosaic of areas that react either to visual information, proprioceptive information or both (multi-modal) 

o Multi-modal areas: located around the 

intraparietal sulcus 

- The diff. subareas control different effectors 

- All areas are strongly connected with their 

correspondant premotor area where the same 

modality & effector is represented 

 All specialized areas (for modality & effector) in the 

parietal cortex are connected to corresponding 

specialized areas in the premotor cortex (same 

modality & effector) 
 Sensory information to control the movement: 

essential for fine control (e.g. catch a ball) 
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07 Topic 4 – MRI: Magnetic Resonance Imaging of the human brain 
- Basics of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) 

- Brain activity measured by functional MRI (fMRI) 

- Ventral vs dorsal stream areas 

A quick guide to Magnetic Resonance Imaging 

How it all began 
Original name: Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) 

Atomic nuclei absorb & re-emit radio frequency energy 

Nuclear: properties of nuclei of atoms 

magnetic: magnetic field required 

resonance: interaction btw. mag. field & radio frequency 

Later: name changed to Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) 

The MRI scanner 
Magnet: VERY strong 

- 3 Tesla (60’000 x earth’s magnetic field) 

- Produces the main field = B0 (continuously present) 

 
Head coil: emitting radiofrequency pulse & measuring what is re-

emitted by protons 

Gradient coil: .. 

MRI measures mainly protons of hydrogen (H) 
- Protons have  

o a mass 

o positive charge (N/S)  orientation 

o spin (turn around their axis)  produce small (but measureable) magnetic field (many protons combined effect) 

- normally protons are not aligned 

- but when surrounded by a big magnet, they align with the B0 

o not all in the same direction (most parallel, some anti-parallel) 

o their movement can be represented by 2 vectors 

 how they are aligned to B0 (parallel/anti-parallel) 

 how much they are tilted 

o net magnetization inside the B0 field 

 all aligned  z-component  shows up because most are parallel 

 but a bit tilted  transverse component  0 (no net effect because spinning is random) 

o Magnetic resonance: process during which energy is exchanged 

between protons & radiofrequency pulse 

 1st phase: Excitation: Protons absorb energy  

 B0 alignment is perturbed (alignment) 

 but phase synchronizes (spinning) 

 z-component gets smaller & transverse component bigger 

 net magnetization is maximal in xy plane (flipped) 

 2nd phase: Relaxation: protons re-emit energy 

 B0 alignment is restored 

 Phase desynchronizes 

 net magnetization in z-component again 
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Relaxation times differ across tissues 

- T1 measures how fast the protons align with the B0 

o Relaxation time for 63% of maximum = T1 

- Depends on the type of tissue 

 grey matter, CSF & bone can be distinguished 

- Longitudinal (Mz) relaxation for two different tissues: 

o Measure relaxation time, then color code the areas 

 Fat: z-component grows back faster  shorter T1  bright on image 

 CSF: z-component grows back slowly  dark on image 

Magnetic gradients are used to encode space (3D) 

- Magnetic gradients are produced along all three dimensions 

- Gradient encodes different slices (only explaining 1 dimension) 

o Higher magn. Field: need higher frequencies to excite protons 

o Lower magn. Field: need lower frequencies to excite protons 

 By using diff. frequencies you can specifically flip the protons 

depending on diff. magn. Field strength  Spatial specificity 

MRI terminology 

- Slice: average signal within 4mm consisting of 

- Voxels: “3D Pixel” of 3x3x4mm (smallest element of MR image) 

- Resolution: 1 by 1 mm  still very far from looking at cellular level 

Functional MRI (fMRI) 
Studies brain function  

Gold standard for measuring brain function: Single cell recording 
- Place electrodes close to cell  see spiking activity 

- Show animal a (strong visual flickering) stimulus 

 activates visual neurons  measure cell activity 

 can conclude that this cell is active with this stimulus 

 Gold standard we have to compare our measurements to 

Single Cell recording 
Measures neuronal activity directly 

fMRI 
measures neuronal activity indirectly via hemodynamic changes 

fMRI: hemodynamic changes 
- Hemoglobin changes its magnetic properties when it’s not loaded with oxygen 

- Neuronal change need energy to fire  need oxygen transported by hemoglobin 

o Oxy-hemoglobin (loaded with oxygen) is diamagnetic (no influence on local magn. Field) 

o Deoxy-hemoglobin is paramagnetic (induces a small change of local magn. Field) 

fMRI measures the Blood Oxygen Level Dependent (BOLD) signal 

 

Homeostasis: 

 

If oxygen is used: 
Hb changes from 
oxy  deoxy form 

Immediate Reaction to Stimulus: 
Neurons fire 
strongly  
 need energy 
 increased 
uptake of oxygen 
& glucose  
more deoxyHb 
 BOLD signal ↓ 

After some time: 
Stimulus still 
presented  
 neurons keep 
firing  
 body sending a 
lof ot oxyHB  
 body over-
reacting  

 more oxy Hb  BOLD signal ↑ 
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fMRI measures  

slow hemodynamic changes in response to a stimulus 

 delayed response (ca 5s) 

but neurons start to fire immediately  immediate response 

BOLD response: 

- Initial dip: increased glucose & oxygen consumption  

(more deoxy Hb) 

- Positive BOLD response: increased hemodynamic  

response (more Oxy Hb) 

- Goes back to baseline 

What is reflected by BOLD? 

the neurovascular coupling (telling vasculature that more supply is needed) is 

not completely understood, astrocytes & pericytes may play an 

important role 

changes in BOLD signal are interpreted as changes in neuronal activity, 

but: very indirect process! 

 

Post-synaptic potentials and action potentials 

- The inputs to neurons (post-synaptic potentials) increase (excitatory PSPs) or decrease (inhibitory PSPs) the 

membrane voltage 

- If the summed PSPs at the axon hillock push the voltage above the  

threshold, the neuron will fire an action potential 

- Two different components that can be measured by single cell recordings: 

o Action Potentials (Aps): output of cells (high frequencies) 

o Local Field Potentials (LFPs): input to cells (low frequencies) 

How does BOLD relate to neuronal activity? 

 Combine BOLD fFMRI & electrophysiological recordings to answer this question 

- Local Field Potentials (LFP): Reflect post-synaptic potentials (inputs from the cells) 

- Multi-Unit Activity (MUA): Reflects action potentials (Similar to most electrophysiology measures) 

Does BOLD reflect neural activity? 

- Short stimulus: 

o LFP spikes at stimulus 

o MUA (represents AP spiking): high when stimulus 

starts, but adapts to stimulus 

o BOLD: hemodynamic response: increasing after 4s  delayed 

- Long stimulus: 

o LFP adapts but stays elevated 

o MUA: goes down to baseline again  

 no difference between long & short stimuli  

 AP’s only at the beginning 

o BOLD: stays up longer  corresponding with length of stimuli 

 BOLD signal more strongly related to LFPs measuring post synaptic potentials than to spiking activity 

 BOLD primarily reflects the input to a neuronal population as well as intrinsic processing but is 

relatively blind to APs (output) 

- Model that predicts the BOLD signal: calculates BOLD signal from cellular measurements 

 strong relationship to LFP & no relationship to spiking activity 

 BOLD signal reflects the input to the neurons but no the output of the cells 
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Are similar effects found in humans? 

- Spiking activity of neurons in auditory cortex is measured in two epilepsy patients with implanted 

electrodes in response to a movie (the good, the bad & the ugly  characteristic sound track) 

- fMRI BOLD signal is measured in healthy volunteers who watch the same movie 

- Can the BOLD activity of healthy controls be predicted based on the electric measurements form the 

patients?  Where in the brain do we find a voxel that has the same response as predicted? 

o Characteristic pattern of spiking activity that is relatively reproducible 

o Correlation between BOLD & spiking activity 

 voxels of auditory cortex show predicted response  exactly how you would predict it 

 Spiking activity measured from implanted electrodes in auditory cortex in response to a movie 

predicts the BOLD signal measured in auditory cortex of healthy controls reasonably well 

 The BOLD response that is measured with fMRI is a good indicator of neural activity in human brain 

Drawing inference from basic fMRI experiments 
- The BOLD signal is a relative measurement  compare at least two conditions: 

o Baseline rest 

o Task  listen to sound 

- BOLD response in 1 voxel of the primary auditory cortex: 

 Quantify it: calculating average BOLD response for all 

rest & listening periods 

 significant difference between conditions  

 higher activity when the sound is on 

 Do statistical comparison for every voxel in the brain 

 Color map that reflects how much activity differs between the conditions in that voxel 

Ventral vs. Dorsal Stream areas 

Ventral occipital lesions impair object recognition but not object-directed grasping: an fMRI study 
- Patient with lesioned ventral stream 

o Can put card into slot  intact vision-for action stream 

o But cannot perform matching task (cannot orientate correctly)  no vision-for-perception 

- Subjects in MRI scanner seeing intact or scrambled object pictures 

 physical visual properties are identical, but cannot recognize the object 

o Healthy: areas of the ventral visual stream are activated when objects are presented & perceived 

as entities 

o Patients (lesion) can’t correctly perceive the form of objects 

- Subjects had to grasp or reach an object 

o Healthy:  

 Grasping (compared to rest) activates many areas in the visual cortex 

as well as dorsal and ventral premotor areas 

  dorsal stream & primary motor cortex activity 

 Grasping (compared to reaching) activates particularly AIP, an area of 

the dorsal visual stream 

o Patient: 

 Grasping (compared to rest): can activate dorsal stream areas  
(less activity because only 1 patient) 

 explains why patient has intact vision for action  

anatomical explanation for deficit 

 Grasping (compared to reach): activity in AIP 

 Same principle of pattern of dorsal visual stream activity was found in patient 

 Consistent with observation that patient can move & grasp objects (good sensorimotor function)  
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08 Topic 5 – Higher order functions 
- Event timing & continuous timing 

- Movement coordination 

- Reading body language 

- Brain connectivity 

The neural basis of timing 
- Time & timing cannot be captured by one concept 

- Timing in the shorter range (millisecond to 2-3sec) seems to be automatic/unconscious, particularly in 

the context of motor control 

- Lower range timing is believed to be a cognitive process (depending on attention & working memory) 

 E.g. time is perceived as moving slower outside of the toilet than inside 

 Which part of the brain represents time during motor control? 

One clock for short range timing? 
- Metronome indicates rhythm: move to the beat  tapping, circle drawing 

- Variability of time of contact with the table or passing through the top position of the circle is a 

measurement for timing consistency: precision of the internal clock 

- Results: variability of tapping is not related to variability of circle drawing 

- Conclusion: different mechanisms for event timing (tapping) & continuous timing (circle drawing) 

Event timing ≠ continuous timing 

Hypothesis: 

- Event timing (tapping) requires an explicit representation of temporal regularities which is provided 

by the cerebellum 

- Continuous timing can be achieved by controlling other parameters e.g. angular velocity 

- Temporal regularities (like passing the top of the circle) are an emergent property 

 This hypothesis can be tested in cerebellar patients 

- Cerebellar patients: deficits in event timing (finger tapping) but not in continuous timing (circle drawing) 

 cerebellum is important for representing an event structure 

Cerebellum is more strongly activated by event timing than by continuous timing 

- fMRI images from healthy subjects:  

o when task performed slowly: cerebellum more activated during event timing (tapping) 

o when task performed fast: cerebellum is equally activated 

timing and the brain 
- lower range timing (>3s): cognitive process (depending on attention & working memory) 

- Timing in shorter range (millisec to 2-3sec): automatic, particularly in the context of motor control 

- For continuous movements: time like an emergent property but not the controlled variable 

- Movements with an event structure: require explicit representation of time 

o The cerebellum is involved in the representation of short time intervals 

o Depending on the task, there might be other areas involved 

Movement coordination 
- Easy to perform symmetrical movements (same muscles activated left & right) 

- Harder to perform asymmetrical movements (e.g. thumb inside out: re & li gegengleich) 
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Natural coordination constraints 
- Spatial constraints 

o Egocentric principle: 

 In-phase: ф=0° (similar muscles) 

 Anti-phase: ф=180° (non-similar muscles) 

o Allocentric principle 

 In-phase: ф=0° (preferred coordination pattern) 

 Anti-phase ф=180° (antidirectional) 

- Temporal constraints 

o Isochronus (1:1) rhythms preferred to polyrhythms (1:2, 3:2) 

o Synchronization preferred to syncopation  

(tap between the beats) 

- 3 things that determine a sign wave: amplitude, 

frequency & phase 

o If shifted by 180° in phase  looks like opposite 

o If shifted 0° in phase  look alike 

o Or something in between  called relative 

phase ф 

- More challenging modes can only be done in high 

speed with training (e.g. piano playing) 

Why is in-phase more stable than anti-phase? – The neural 

crosstalk theory 

- Neural crosstalk refers to neural interactions between command streams 

o If the command stream differs for the left & right hand it can result in a pattern of (mutual) 

interference between limb motion 

- With respect to bimanual coordination, these neural pathways refer to information exchange 

between the hemispheres through the corpus callosum 

left: easy because its symmetric 

right: more difficult 

- normal: movements of the left side 

infiltrate the right side  mixed 

- Anterior callosotomy: still information 

from left infiltrating right 

- Posterior callosotomy: less influence 

 Corpus callosum important for crosstalk 

Where does “crosstalk” arise in the human brain? 

- Draw vertical line left & start right 

o Unimanual (only with one hand at a time)  no problem 

o Bimanual (simultaneously)  interference effect of the 2sides  

 looks messy 

- Higher activity for incompatible movements in certain brain areas mainly in the right hemisphere 

o Possible explanations (theories) 

 Right hemisphere represents space 

 Right hemisphere controls the non-dominant hand (more affected) 

- Higher activity mainly in parietal & premotor areas 

Measure muscle activity in the finger flexor 

(egocentric principle): 
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Model for explaining cross talk in human parietal-premotor areas 

 

Repetition: Most M1 neurons encode movement direction 

- Direction specific “tuning” of a single neuron 

o Specific neurons increase activity when monkey moves up 

o Same neurons also a bit activated when going left but silent when going to right or down 

o Here: tuning is relatively broad  one cell alone doesn’t know in which direction 

 if all activities are combined: population vector indicating direction 

Population vectors in parietal & premotor cortex 

- Population vectors are also found in parietal & premotor cortex, however these areas encode the 

planned trajectory in different reference frames simultaneously, e.g. 

o Relative to my own body center (symmetric movements are encoded by the same population vectors) 

o Relative to an external object (parallel movements are encoded by the same population vectors) 

- Information from one hemisphere enters the other hemisphere in uncontrolled manner 

 different population vectors from other side influence each other 

 if summed up: something in between 

Tricks to stabilize coordination 
- Able to stabilize different movements in the perceptual domain 

a. finger flexors activated in phase  stable 

b. Finger flexors activated asymmetrically but movement parallel 

 bit less stable 

Can bimanual coordination be stabilized in perceptual domain? 

Rel. phase relationship (dependent variable):  

how wee do they stick to the given pattern? 

a. Symmetric movement (muscle in phase) 

o Ф~0  stick very well to the pattern at all 

speeds 

b. parallel movement (muscles anti-phase) 

o Ф should be 180°  if speed is increased 

it becomes more difficult to maintain 

 tend to switch to in-phase movement 

c. symmetrical in space but perceptual symmetry  

(muscles: anti-phase) 

o doing quite well even though muscles are  

moving anti-phase 

d. Parallel in space (muscles: in-phase) 

o Movement is less stable when speeded up even though the muscles are in phase 

 Perceptual symmetry can stabilize coordination patterns, even if the muscle activity is not in-phase 
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Interlimb coordination (summary) 
- Some coordination patterns are naturally highly stable: 

o In-phase coordination of homologous muscles (egocentric constraint) 

o Iso-directional movements of different limbs (alocentric constraint) 

o Isochronous movements 

- Other coordination patterns are stable but not as much as in the in- & iso patterns above 

o Anti-phase coordination of homologous muscles 

o Anti-directional movements of different limbs 

o Polyrhythms with integer ratio (e.g. 2:1) 

- Many coordinative movements cause initially interference, such that the movement of one limb 

perturbs the movement of the other 

o This interference is most likely caused by neural crosstalk (via corpus callosum) 

- Interlimb interference can be reduced/overcome 

o By training 

o When movements are stabilized in the perceptual domain 

o Other concepts integrating the two limbs into one common movement plan 

Brain connectivity 

Brains at rest 
- Slow oscillations in BOLD signal (<0.1Hz) 

- Coherent (correlated) BOLD activity forms organized patterns even in the absence of any task related 

activity  changes in BOLD signal of different areas are highly synchronized 

- These patterns are called resting state networks 

- Task related activity is estimated to account for less than 5% of the brain’s energy 

 95% of energy devoted to intrinsic neuronal signaling at rest  high resting metabolism 

- Areas that talk together when doing tasks also talk to each other when resting 

 Brains at rest never rest (neurons are never silent) 

 Is it possible to check for network integrity without needing the patient to perform a task? 

 many studies try to get this into clinics 

The default mode network (DMN) 
- Set of areas that 

o Exhibits highly correlated activity during the rest state 

o Decrease neural activity when a task if performed 

 As soon as you do a task (no matter what) the activity here is decreased 

- The DMN has been intensively studied during the last years. However, other networks exhibit very 

similar resting behavior 

Why are resting state networks (RSN) interesting for neuroscientists? 

- Functional interaction between brain regions at rest tend to co-exist with structural pathways but 

they are not restricted to monosynaptic connection 

 Functional connectome (areas that are connected & talk to each other  highways between areas) 

- RSN exhibit a highly reproducible general architecture across individuals, yet they are sufficiently 

sensitive to measure individual differenced, e.g. due to development of neuropathology 

- Resting state fMRI can be shared across different centers worldwide. New databases with sometimes 

large, freely available datasets enabled a paradigm shift towards “discovery science” in human brian 

imaging 
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Discovery science in psychiatric disorders: Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) 

 

Reading body language 
- Quantify whether somebody can read body language: 

o Markers that move without seeing whole body 

 identify mood of person (same, more happy, more sag, more angry) 

 People with ASD have a problem to understand body language 

Superior Temporal Sulcus (STS) correlates with emotion recognition task 
- In this brain area:  

o individuals with autism have low activity 

o individuals who have high score in recognition have higher activity 

STS is under-connected in ASD 

- in individuals with high scores:  

areas that talk to STS  less in autism (white) 

 Resting state fMRI is sensitive enough to reflect 

 a complex neurodevelopmental disorder 

- Brain activity & Behavior correlation: 

o ASD: low activity correlates with low  

recognition performance 

Resting state fMRI (rs-fMRI) and clinical applications 
- Measures brain connectivity at rest & requires “only” to lie in the scanner 

 can be easily done by healthy subjects, patients, and even infants 

- Provides insights into many brain networks at the same time 

- Is sensitive to reflect abnormalities in connectivity that are cause by pathology 

- The challenge: identify reliable rs-fMRI biomarkers for disease 
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09 Topic 6 – EEG 
- What is Electrocephalography (EEG)? 

o History 

o Instruments  

o what is measured 

- What is an Event Related Potential (ERP)? 

o Fundamental science & Clinical Examples 

- Brain oscillations 

- Brain-Machine Interface 

What is Electrocephalography (EEG)? 

History of EEG 
- 1875: Richard Caton: measured electrical potentials in between cortical surface & skull in animals 

- 1929: Hans Berger: first “recording of the electrical activity of the human brain from head surface” 

o First human EEG recording (12yr old son) alpha & beta waves 

- 1950: Grey Walter: Invention of topographic maps 
(idea: hotspots indicate that certain processes are more likely to happen at that place) 

What is EEG measuring? 
- Active cellular processes produce electric currents 

- Within a volume of brain tissue these currents are superimposed at a given location T& generate a 

potential (Ve) in the extracellular medium 

- The difference in Ve between two locations gives rise to an electric field that can be measured via 

extracellular electrodes 

- The electrocephalogram (EEG) records Ve from the scalp 

 Local field potential measurement (picks up changes in electr. Potential in neurons) 

- The electrocorticogram (ECoG) records Ve by subdural grid electrodes on the cortical 

surface or by small-size electrodes 

 grid of electrodes implanted on the cortex  measures electr. Potentials very well 

- The magnetoencephalogram (MEG) measures the magn. field induced by the same activity 

Two types of neural potentials 

- Action potentials travel fast (quick changes of el. current) & are usually NOT synchronized 

across neurons  cancellation of the effect (little changes are too small to measure) 

- Post-synaptic potentials last longer (up to 100ms) & are localized to dendrites  

 summation across multiple neurons  Ve can be measured at great distance 

Apical dendrites: negative charge  Basal dendrites: positive charge 

 difference in the electric field  single cells act as small dipoles 

pyramidal neurons are aligned  potential can spread a long way  summed dipoles 

across many cells 

measured by EEG 

from the outside 

Magnetic field measured by MEG  

 spatially more 

specific because 

they don’t spread 

that far  

 clearer image 
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- Ve results from the superposition of ionic processes at different time scales & across large neuronal 

populations. It also depends of the conductive properties of the brain tissue & the spatial 

arrangement of pyramidal cells 

- The larger the distance of the recording electrode from the current source, the less specific is the 

measurements: 

o Ve amplitude is inversely related to the distance between source & recording site 

o The signal is “polluted” by other sources due to spatial & temporal averaging 

Forward & inverse problem 

Inverse problem is an “ill-posed” problem because there are too many 

solutions 

 Infinite potential solutions that give the result on the outside 

 Problem to determine where the dipole is in the brain 

 

Summary 
- EEG detects postsynaptic potentials 

- Good at when but not where (inverse problem) 

 good temporal resolution, but don’t know where in the brain the signal really is coming from 

What is an Event Related Potential (ERP)? 

Experimental setup Event-related Potential technique 

 

Event Related (“evoked”) Potentials 
- No regularities in raw-EEG 

 align EEG according to stimuli  segmentation 

 superimpose the different parts  identify regularities 

ERP Components 
- The principal idea is that the ERP waveform represent different neural  

components/processes 
(also an ill-posed problem & very difficult to dissociate which processes this might be) 

- Naming convention: 

o P = positive  P1 = first positive P300 = positive at >300ms 

o N = negative  N1 = first negative N170 = negative at 170ms  
(rough estimate!) 

- Polarity does not indicate whether neural activity is excitatory/inhibitory 

 cannot say that negative potential reflects inhibitory process 

- Some ERPs have special names: 

o ERN = Error related negativity 

o Bereitschaftspotential = motor 

o Lateralized readiness potential = motor preparation 

Very often different measurements are used (similar to fMRI experiments) 
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Readiness and free will 

- Subject instructed to press a button  align measured EEG 

   Bereitschaftspotential: movement preparing (before button pressing) 

- Press button & remember at what time you felt the urge to make the movement  

 activation starts before they are aware of their intention 

discussion about free will: we think we decide when to press 

is there something in our brain dictating what we should do? 

Use-dependent plasticity 

- Massive change in lifestyle over time (touchscreen)  

 does brain change because we use thumbs more? 

- Sensory stimulus to thumb  which neural processes will be evoked? 

- Sign. difference in activity in contralateral somatosensory areas  

btw. touchscreen & no-touchscreen users 

 Larger response in touchscreen users  system has become more sensitive to touch 

 neural plasticity 

- Use different parameters to predict responses in EEG 

 
 EEG activity in response to a thumb tap can be predicted by  

phone use per hour and duration from last peak activity 

The oddball paradigm 

- A series of objects that are similar with regard to at least one feature 

o Once in a while: stimulus that is different  respond to odd ball 

P300/P3b response 
- P300 = specific response to odd ball (ca. 300ms later) 

- The P3b is a parietal component of the P300 response 

- Typically elicited 300-600ms after the appearance of a 

rare, relevant target within a train of irrelevant stimuli 

o Onset of P3b is correlated with reaction time (when you’re slow: less potentials) 

- Reflects the top-down allocation of attentional resources of stimulus evaluation 

P3b as clinical tool: Aging 

- P3b is reduced with Age  particularly in elderly with memory decline 

 elderly with bad memory: larger reaction time and smaller response 

 elderly with good memory: high amplitude of P3b 

 Memory decline in healthy elderly individuals correlates with P3b amplitude 

P3b in Alzheimer’s Disease 

- Pronounced differences in parietal P3b amplitude in Alzheimer’s disease (DAT) 

compared to healthy controls (HC)  EEG is sensitive to Alzheimer’s Disease  

 idea for biomarker 

- Pb3 not sensitive to the differences between HC & MCI (mild cognitive impairment) 

 Can use EEG for diagnosis but not in early stage 

Summary 
- Event Related Potentials (ERPs) are a time-locked average of an event 

o Compare ERP components; P1, N1, etc. 

o Certain ERP components reveal neural processes that are otherwise “invisible” 

o Some ERP component have clinical utility 
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Brain oscillations 

Spectral Analysis: a different way to look at EEG data 
- Problem: ERP experiments are useful for identifying response to discrete events, but not for 

continuous signals (e.g. rest, sleep, complex movement patterns) 

- Idea: look at the spectral content of the signal during a task or during rest 

Transforming the signal from the time domain into the frequency domain 
Fourier Transformation: decompose the oscillation in different components  

of different frequencies  determine the amplitude for each frequency 

- Fourier theory: every signal can be approximated by a sum of  

harmonic sine waves of different frequencies  complex signal of mixed frequencies 

- Fourier Transform can be used to calculate Amplitude- & Power-Spectrum of the signal 

Cleaning up EEG signals 
Raw signal can contain: 

- Physiological artifacts (e.g. eye-movements) 

- Technical artifacts (e.g. power-line noise) 

 Solution: Preprocessing (Filtering, artifact rejection, etc.) 

o Interpretation still difficult 

 Transform into frequency domain with Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 

 Neural activity seems to synchronize around 10Hz (“alpha-peak”: common rhythm when relaxed) 

What if I want frequency & time? 

 Wondows. Steady state evoked potentials with increasing frequencies 

Classical EEG oscillations 

 

Funcitonal role of the EEG oscillations: the alpha rhythm 
- The alpha rhythms is one of the most prominent rhythms when subjects rest 

- Function unclear: idling? High alpha rhythm  brain in idle state  ready for anything that is coming 

- Alternative idea: high alpha oscillations indicate inhibition 

- Combine EEG with TMS: stimulating occipital cortex  activates visual cortex  sometimes see flash 

o The ones who perceived the flash: low natural alpha rhythm just before the TMS 

 alpha power linked to inhibition  low alpha rhythm = cortex more sensitive 

 “Gating by inhibition”: in order to focus on the right hand we don’t need the right hemisphere (only 

the left)  inhibit right hemisphere with alpha waves to better “concentrate” 

o Shut down brain regions that are not needed  more computational resources 

 Communication btw a & c: prevented by high alpha activity in c.  

 low alpha activity in b: favors communication with a 
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Brain-Machine Interface 

What is an EEG based BCI (Brain Computer Interface) 
- signals from the brain are acquired by EEG 

- input reflet user’s intent & is translated into commands 

- Commands = output = cursor or hand orthosis movement 

- Successful operation depends on 

o User: encoding command into correct signals (learn) 

o BCI: correct translation of signals (algorithm) 

- Online & offline analysis 

o Online = feedback is controlled by only few electrodes 

o Offline= whole head 

How to get from EEG signal to “device” signal  Digital signal processing (DSP) 
- Background DSP process 

o Records incoming data & derives which channel is used  

for EEG base cursor-control 

- Foreground DSP process 

o Performs a spectral analysis (translating into frequency components)  

at fixed intervals & communicates results to the pc 

- Background PC process 

o Received spectral data & controls/updates the user’s screen 

- Foreground PC process 

o Stores data to disk, updates the operator’s screen, & controls the sequence of events 

In other words 

- EEg signal is amplified & digitalized 

- BCI system performs real-time spatial filtering & spectral analyses 

o Voltage of specific frequency bands at specific locations is determined 

o The amplitude in this specific frequency band is converted into vertical cursor or orthosis 

movement 

- Analysis algorithm continually adapted 

o Convert the user’s EEG control as efficiently as possible into display control 

o Provides performance data online to the system operator (e.g. the investigator) 

- Data are stored  offline analyses 

Be careful with the analysis 
- Control for EMG or EOG activity because it can contaminate the recording signal 

o EEG is very sensitive to noise etc.  measuring in the real world is very difficult 

Communication 

- Answering questions 

o Subject had to learn to control the cursor to answer questions (yes/no) by controlling brain 

rhythms 

o Strategy: relaxation, imagination 

 Humans can control mu/beta for controlling cursor 

The P300 Speller 

- P300 is evoked if a subject tracks a rarely occurring event 

- Focus on a letter of a grid  certain rows flash  interface detects P300 responses  knows on 

which letter you are concentrating  subject can write 

- Quite reliable when flashed at 500ms (95% accuracy after 26s) 
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Treatment of disorders 
- ADHD: Neurofeedback training to suppress theta & increase power of sensorimotor rhythm & low 

beta activity  impulsity & attention was reduced 

- Epilepsy: reduction in seizures after training 

- Tinnitus: enhance tau activity to reduce tinnitus intensity 

 Change oscillation pattern & improve symptoms by giving feedback 

Overview: Advantages/Disadvantages of different imaging techniques 
Tradeoff: high temporal vs high spatial resolution 
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10 Topic 7 – Models in Sensorimotor Control 
- The (generalized) Motor Program 

- Motor equivalence 

- The Bernstein Problem 

- Cost-functions & optimal control 

- Minimum jerk hypothesis 

- Regularities of human movements: 

o Straight trajectories with bell-shaped velocity profile for pointing movements without accuracy 

constraints 

o 2/3 power law for curved movements 

o Fitt’s law for pointing movements with accuracy constraints 

- Minimum Variance Theory 

- Open & closed loop models 

- Optimized Feedback Control 

- Minimum Intervention Principle 

Models in Motor control 

 

The (generalized) Motor Program 
Sensorimotor Control: a challenging Problem   How does kicking a football work? 

The motor program 
= A set of muscle commands that are structured before a movement sequence begins & that allos the 

entire sequence to be carried out uninfluenced by peripheral feedback 

Criticism on 2 aspects: 

- Peripheral feedback plays a critical role in skilled performance  

 performance monitoring & updating or changing programs if needed 

- How does the CNS store all the motor programs to specify every muscle in the human body for variety 

of movements  unlikely that the brain has the capacity (inefficient way to realize movements) 

The “modern” meaning of the Generalized Motor Program 
- The motor program defines a structure = set of rules how sensory information needs to be processed 

& muscles need to be coordinated to generate responses within a movement class (e.g. kicking a ball) 

- The structure specifies some invariant (specific) features such as the 

o Sequencing of sub-movement 

o Relative timing, & 

o Relative force 

 characteristic for an action, but adaptable 

- Parameters that can vary to perform a movement specified to a motor program are 

o overall movement duration 

o Overall force of contractions & 

o Muscles involved 
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Generalized motor program (GMP) 

- Train participants to do movements with a handle 

o Overall force & time were off 

o But: when you scale the force & time 

 the participants had produced the right  

movement sequence 

 same relative force & time  same pattern  

  generalized motor pattern that are flexible (many possible solutions for desired outcome) 

Schmidt’s Schema Theory (1975) 

Idea: generalize knowledge  don’t have to learn isolated  generalize movement across diff situations 

Initial conditions, response specifications, sensory, 

consequences, & response outcome are stored together 

as a motor response schema after a movement is 

produced 

- When an individual is required to make a response of a type for which he has a schema already 

developed, he begins with 2 inputs to the schema 

o The desired outcome for the movement 

o & the initial conditions 

- From the relationship between the past outcomes & response specifications (the recall schmea), 

he determines what set of specifications will achieve the desired outcome 

- The subject need never have produces those specifications previously, because they are determined 

from a combination of initial conditions & outcome that might never have been present earlier 

- Nevertheless, with the schema rule between the outcome & response specifications, as modified by 

the initial conditions, the specifications can be determined as interpolations among past specifications 

 Motor programs generalize to many different situations 

 They also generalize across effectors 

Effector independence of the GMP & Motor equivalence 
- Effector independence: one GMP can be executed with different effectors (muscles) 

o The characteristic signature of the movement can still be recognized (dominance, grip type, foot) 

- GMP has a hierarchical structure: 

o A higher, effector independent level & a lower level that implements the output of the higher 

level into motor commands 

- Motor equivalence: the capacity to adapt to variable environmental or internal condiitons 
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The Bernstein Problem 
- A target can be reached in an infinite number of different ways 

- The # of muscles acting across a joint generally exceeds the number of kinematic degrees of freedom 

of that joint (more muscles than strictly needed) 

o As a result, a given movement can be realized with an infinite # of muscle activation patterns 

o Yet, the brain produces highly reproducible movements with certain invariant characteristics 

 movements are very characteristic (e.g. how to connect points) 

- “ it is clear that the basic difficulties for coordination consist precisely in the extreme abundance of 

degrees of freedom, with which the nervous center is not at first in a position to deal.” 

- Inverse kinematics problem: 

o Infinite number of paths to reach a target  how does the brain select the best solution? 

- Inverse dynamics problem: 

o Infinite number of muscle activation patterns  how does the brain select the best solution? 

Optimal Control 
- Motor planning is considered as the computational process of selecting a single 

solution at all levels within the motor hierarchy that is consistent with the task 

goal 

- Within a computational framework, this is achieved by Optimal control: 

o Every movement solution is associated with a certain cost 

o The chosen solution will cause minimal costs 

Cost function 
- Gait is controlled such that energy expenditure is minimized  makes sense 

- But which cost function is optimized during aiming movements? 

o Planar aiming without specific accuracy constraints results in straight, 

sometimes slightly curved trajectories with a bell-shaped velocity profile 

o These invariants can be explained by assuming that the brain tries to make 

smooth movements  it minimizes jerk 

Minimum jerk hypothesis 
- Jerk: derivative of acceleration derived from hand coordinates in space (not for joint angles) 

- The minimum-jerk trajectory of a planar movement is yielded by minimizing c 

 Minimal jerk model (predicting outcome) fits the data (how dots are connected) the best 

Minimum jerk hypothesis & curved movements 
- Natural behavior: draw diff. sized circles with diff. speeds 

 systematic relationship between curvature & speed 

 the 1/3: power law for curved movement: 𝑣(𝑡)  ∝ 𝐺 ∗ 𝑟𝛽(𝑡), (𝛽 ≈
1

3
)  

       2/3 power law when re-written with angular velocity 

Minimum jerk models were very influential 

Because they 

- Apply to a large range of actions & 

- Seem to reflect a “unifying principle” of how the brian controls movements 

Weaknesses: 

- Not clear why the brain should care about jerk 

- Requires complex computations 

- Does not really solve the Bernstein problem (no predictions for redundant muscle systems) 

- Does not cover goal directed movements 

- Difficult to generalize to real life tasks, like a tennis serve 
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Fitt’s law for pointing movements with accuracy constraints 

Alternative idea: the brain cares about being accurate 
- In the most simple case, accurate movements are made along one dimension 

- Movement quality is usually quantified by the endpoint error 

Error measurements 

- Constant error CE =
1

𝑁
∑ 𝑥𝑖 − 𝑃 (signed error)  how much off 

- Absolute error AE =
1

𝑁
∑ 𝑎𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑒(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑃)  absolute distance off (no matter left or right) 

- Variable error VE = √
1

𝑁
∑(𝑥𝑖 − 𝐶𝐸)2 (typically N-1 is used for small samples) 

- Root-mean-square error RMSE = √
1

𝑁
∑(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑃)2 

     
 CE & AE measure a systematic deviation or offset 

 VE measures the variability of the movement 

 And RMSE measures both 

Fitts’ law 
- Speed-accuracy tradeoff: fast movements are less accurate than slow movements 

 if targets are smaller you are slower in order to still be accurate  

- Fitts law: movement time MT = 𝑎 + 𝑏 log2(2𝐷/𝑊); 

o  log2(2𝐷/𝑊) = Index of Difficulty (ID) 

- The minimum jerk hypothesis explains the trajectory of each movement, but not Fitts’ law 

- Is there one “unifying principle” that explains straight, bell-shaped trajectories AND Fitts’ law? 

Higher forces are more variable 

- The higher the forcer you have to produce the more the standard deviations goes up 

 property of the neuromuscular control not of the muscle contraction itself 

 variability increases with the mean force  intrinsic property of the corticomuscular drive 

- signal-dependent noise of 10-25% can be observed for many biological signals 

Minimum Variance Theory 
- minimizing the variability of the eye or arm’s movement in the presence of biological, signal-

dependent noise, is the underlying determinant of trajectory planning 

 

Minimum variance predicts  

- smooth arm movement 

- Fitt’s law 

- 1/3 power law 
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Mininum jerk versus minimum variance 
Smoothness as predicted by the minimum jerk hypothesis is an emergent property from the minimum 

variance theory, because abrupt, jerky changes in the trajectory of the eye or arm require large driving 

signals which would carry more noise and are, therefore, suboptimal 

Criticism of minimum jerk 
1. Why the brain should care about jerk 
2. Complex computations 
3. No predictions for redundant 

joint/muscle systems 
 

4. Difficult to generalize these models 
to real life, goal directed movements 

Improvement by minimum variance 
1. The brain should care about accuracy 
2. Endpoint errors are easily accessible to the brain 
3. The brain optimizes motor commands across 

redundant muscles to reduce the negative effects of 
motor noise 

4. E.g. tennis serve can be reformulated as minimum 
variance problem 

Quick summary 
- Human movements are stereotypical: 

o Movements without specific accuracy demands follow a straight trajectory & have a bell-shaped 

velocity profile 

o Curved movements follow roughly the 1/3 power law that describes the relationship between 

velocity & curvature 

o Fitts’ law describes the speed-accuracy tradeoff observed for pointing movements 

- Even though movements are stereotypical they are never identical because the produced muscle 

activity is contaminated by signal-dependent noise 

- Computational models predict these characteristics, by assuming that the brain choses the optimal 

movement to minimize variance 

- However, these early computational models were mainly open-loop models & that is not how our 

brain works 

Open & closed loop models 

From open-loop to closed-loop models 
- Models according to the minimum jerk or minimize variance are open-loop models (also called 

feedforward models) 

- They estimate trajectories that are (on average) optimal 

- However, in real life movements change in response to the environment 

Open-loop control 

 

Closed-loop control 

Two major problems 

1. Sensory information is subject to noise (not accurate) 

 the brain estimates the state of the body 

2. Sensory information id delayed (~100ms)  we 

effectively live in the past 
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the predictor will provide an estimate ahead of 

the movement  compensate time delays 

BUT estimate will drift over time if the forward 

model is not perfectly accurate  

 estimate is updated based on percept 
(match sensory input to predicted timepoint) 

 Helps to detect errors in ongoing movement 

 

 

 

 Most movements in real life require closed-loop control 

 Only saccades or very ballistic movements are preformed using open-loop control because the 

sensory feedback is too late to be effective 

Optimal Feedback Control (OFC) 
- OFC finds the best possible feedback control law for a given task that minimizes a mixed cost function 

e.g. I tmight consider both accuracy & energetic cost 

o Try to find a rule how sensory information controls the motor output to produce optimal 

movement  max tradeoff btw accuracy & minimal energy cost  control strategy 

- OFC uses afferent feedback from sensors combined with efferent copy of motor signals to estimate 

the state of the system in form of state variables 

- Feedback gains to convert these state variables into motor signals are not fixed, but are adjusted 

based on the specific goals of a behavior 

o Tells us in which state our body currently is (state can be represented by state variables) 

- One property of optimal feedback controllers is that sensed variations in state variables lead to 

corrections if they adversely affect motor performance, but are ignored if they do not- this is calles 

the “minimum intervention” principle 

OFC predicts adaptive feedback gains 

 

 

Feedback gains change depending on the task 

 

Control gains change such that target accuracy is 
enforced until the end of the movement 
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Minimum Intervention Principle 

 

 

This experiment shows that redundancy & variability of muscle activity (which is relatively high) go hand-in-

hand: redundancy allows the body to compensate efficiently for errors that arise during movement 

What can be learned from computational principles in motor control 
- Even though movements are stereotypical (see above) they are never identical because the produced 

muscle activity is contaminated by signal-dependent noise 

- However, the human body is a highly redundant system & can compensate for errors deriving from 

noise force production 

- Optimal control is achieved by minimizing mixed cost functions which are tailored to the task 

demands. Importantly, the minimal intervention principle predicts that only task-relevant errors are 

corrected 
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11 Topic 8 – Motor Learning I 

Motor memories 

Investigating memories 

 

repetition over time 

 Memory 

 

Movement lasts for a long time  

(might even increase performance) 

 

Motor memories are extremely persistent 

Different memory systems, but similar processes 

Declarative (explicit) 
- Semantic memories 

o Facts & figures not related 
to autobiographic memory 

- Episodic memories 
o Chunks of information 

related to certain event in 
life 

Non-declarative/Procedural (implicit) 
- Motor learning 
- Habits 

o Automatic responses to familiar stimuli that are 
independent of reward (push the light switch every time 

you enter the room even when its broken without thinking) 
- Priming 

o Previously learned information affects (e.g. facilitates) 

performance on tasks that do not require the 
individual to consciously recollect the information. 
(e.g.: seeing the word “cake” increases the likelihood that it will 
later be used to solve the word-fragment “c__e”) 

- Conditioning 
o Pairing a stimulus with a response 

Multiple memory hypothesis: different types of memory rely on different brain structures 

Hypothesis 1: Rats exhibit first space memories and then response memories 

Training: place food in left arm  rats learn to go directly to the food 

Do they learn about space (where it is) or response (go left)? 

 put rat in from other side and test where they go 

Hypothesis 2: Hippocampus is essential for space memories, and striatum for response memories 

Saline= control 

- In the beginning: more place strategy (white) 

- Later: start to form a habit  response (don’t care about place anymore) 

Lidocaine: inhibition of brain area function 

- Inhibition of Striatum:  

o No effect in the beginning 

o Later: decrease in responses  inhibits learned response patterns 

- Inhibition of Hippocampus: 

o Beginning: ↑response/↓place strategy (50:50 behavior)  H. is important for place memory 

o Later: similar to control  hippocampus not important for response strategy 

 Rats exhibit first space memories and then response memories 

 Inhibiting hippocampus function prevents the expression of place memory 

 Inhibiting dorsolateral striatum function inhibits the expression of a learned response pattern 
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Patient HM: impaired declarative memories but intact procedural memory formation 
- Removed hippocampus on both sides 

- Could remember things that were 10-15yrs ago 

- But could not store any new memory 

 Is procedural memory still working? 

o subject has to follow a dot as accurate as possible  how long can he stay on target? 

o Patient starts worse than control subjects & learns less fast 

but gets a bit better with training  

 procedural memory formation intact  able to learn new movement 

Different memory systems, but similar processes 

 

Forming memories: similar in both systems  memory trace have to be fixed/stabilized 

Sensorimotor learning & memories 
Motor learning = set of processes associated with practice/experience leading to relatively permanent 

changes in the capability for responding 

Sensorimotor learning = improvement (through practice) in the performance of sensory-guided motor 

behavior 

1. The learning phenomenon 

2. Practice makes perfect: use-dependent plasticity 

3. Watch & Learn: Learning by observing 

4. How to find a better movement solution: 

a. Error based learning 

b. Reinforcement learning 

5. Skill learning & optimization (12) 

1. The learning phenomenon 

3 different learning phases 

1. Cognitive phase 
- learning what to do 
- verbalizing 
- variable execution 
- error prone 
- slow, jerky movements 
- high co-activation of 

agonists & antagonists 

2. Associative phase 
- optimized movement execution 
- low variability 
- fewer mistakes 
- smooth movements 
- high efficiency 
- adaption to environment 

3. Autonomous phase 
- movement can be executed 

under all conditions 
- movements are extremely 

efficient & stable 

Learning curves 
- large improvements early in learning 

- much slower improvements late in learning 

 power law: 𝑆(𝑡) = 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 ∗ (𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑠)𝜆 ;  𝜆: 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 

- individual learning curves are much more “bumpy” and variable 
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2. Practice makes perfect: use-dependent plasticity 
What happens from the first memory trace to high performance? 

 

 

 

 

Experiment with rats 

- rats train to grasp pellets  has to learn fine tuning 

- hand dominance: normally keep using a preferred hand for fine motor tasks 

- trained: larger response in M1  neuronal response after training increased 

- same stimulation in both hemispheres: bigger response in trained hemisphere (contralat. to dominant) 

 there must be a change in the synapse 

- for all intensities: the response (amplitude of field potential) is higher in trained hemisphere 

 learning & practice of a motor skill: increase efficacy of horizontal connections in M1 

 information can be more easily spread across different parts of M1 

 practice increases the efficacy of synapses via Long Term Potentiation 

use-dependent plasticity in humans 

TMS stimulation: flexion (moves thumb down) 

Training: extension (move thumb up) 

Post-Training: TMS now induces twitch upwards 

evoked twitches after training in training target 

zone  changed direction 

 due to training the extensors get more 

connected  synapse becomes stronger  easier 

to activate  twitch in opposite direction 

 55% net improvement from baseline to post-training (#twitches ending up in Training target zone TTZ) 

- Na/K modulators: people can still learn 

- GABA enhancer: inhibits the cells  no learning takes place 

 LTP can only happen if both cells are active 

- NMDA blocker: no learning takes place  key element of LTP 

 Use-dependent plasticity is mediated by a LTP-like mechanism that 

relies on NDMA receptor activity & is limited by GABAergic inhibition 

 Neurons that fire together wire together 

o When both synapses are active simultaneously: get rid of magnesium block  Ca enters cell  

 more receptors go to postsynaptic site  more sensitive  LTP 

What happens when training goes on? 

- Abduct the thumb as quickly as possible 

- During the training (movement every 3s) acceleration 

increases 

- Over 5 days: improvement (more than doubling of acceleration) 

- Movement is not new (does not need to be learned) but if you practice it extensively you can still 

improve (LTP  changes in synapses  more efficient) 

- Measure MEPs in the muscle 

o Higher amplitude after training at high intensity stimulation at day 1 

o At day 5: no increase in MEP anymore (same as baseline, already high level) 
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 Task performance improved continuously over 5 days 

 After practice on day 1, the slope of the input-output curve increased (smilar to animal experiment), 

These effects ion IO-curve were still present or even enhanced before the last practice on day 5, & 

where not changed by it 

 The authors hypothesize that new synaptic connections might have been formed that maintained skill 

performance without relying on LTP-like mechanisms in the late phase 

 restructure brain to optimize maintenance of performance  permanent change 

Keeping neuroplasticity under control: LTP & LTD (Long Term Depression) 
LTP: enhance synapse efficiency  LTD: weaken synapse again 

Experiment 

High frequency stimulation: 

Ensure that many neurons are firing 

at the same time 

 inducing LTP 

 Increase in responsiveness to same stimulus as before 

Low frequency stimulation: 

Cells only fire occasionally together  induce TLD 

 Decreased response to the same stimulus (synapse less efficient) 

Homeostatic metaplasticity 

Bienenstock-Cooper-Munro (BMC) theory: 

Synaptic modification threshold θM (threshold for induction of LTP vs LTD) is not stable but varies as a 

function of the integrated postsynaptic activity over time: 

- Low levels of previous postsynaptic activity favor induction of LTP over LTD 

- High levels of previous postsynaptic activity favor induction of LTD over LTP 

     

 

Example of Homeostatic Metaplasticity activated by practice in an animal model 

With training: LTP already before 

High frequency stimulation after training: 

 less changes  can only adjust a little LTP 

Low frequency stimulation after training: 

 easy to induce LTD (modification of threshold) 
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Example of Homeostatic Metaplasticity activated by practice in humans 

PAS (Paired associative stimulation): plasticity inducing TMS protocol (down-/upregulate excitability) 

- Induce LTD or LTP either after rest or after motor practice 

LTP after rest: 
increase of MEP 
 increase of 
excitability 
 nice LTP effect 

LTP after motor 
practice: no more 
LTP possible  
slight decrease / 
leveling off 

LTD after rest: 
excitability goes 
down (as it 
should) 

LTD after practice: 
larger decrease in 
excitability 
 much easier to 
induce LTD in pre-
activated cortex 

Use-dependent plasticity summary 
- Practice leads to improvements of performance 

- Initially, these improvements are mediated by an increase in neural efficiency of horizontal 

connections in M1 (layer II/III). Efficacy is most likely increased via LTP-like changes of synaptic 

strength 

- Continued practice results in permanent synaptic changes such that high efficacy is maintained 

without activating LTP 

- Homeostatic metaplasticity is a mechanisms that keeps neuroplasticity within a “healthy” range 

3. Watch & Learn: Learning by observing 
Monkeys: measured brain activity during a task: same neurons are active 

like when monkey is watching another one doing it 

 Mirror neurons (don’t have to think about it, also important for facial expression) 

Autism: not happening automatically  don’t know intuitively that smile 

= good mood, but able to learn it (smile=small eyes, wrinkles, mouth goes up) 

1. Representation in visual cortex 

2. Processed by parietal neurons (mirror neurons) 

3. Give information to ventral premotor mirror neurons 

4. Primary motor cortex  produce a muscular representation of 

what you have seen 

 

- Physical practice (do it yourself) 

 twitch in opposite direction than TMS  huge improvement 

- ObsPract – opposite (watch “trained” movement) 

 some twitch show up  some improvement 

- ObsPract – towards (watch “TMS” movement) 

 no effect 
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Movement observation while practicing is even better 

Physical Practice: do movement yourself 

 huge improvement 

PP & observing same movement simultaneously 

 even better results 

PP & observing movement in wrong direction 

 less improvement 

Movement observation & motor learning 
- Movement observation is sufficient to induce neuroplastic changes in M1 (but not as good as PP) 

- This effect goes beyond the cognitive phase of learning (understanding what to do) but seems to 

trigger neural, LTP-like changes 

- Btw, motor expertise has also a strong influence on movement observation: experts are better in 

“reading movements” than non-experts 

Influence of expertise on movement observation 

- Basketball: make prediction after 568ms whether ball goes in/out or whether uncertain 

o Elite Players:  

 50% predicted correct at 568 (very early) 

 80% correct at 852 (when ball has left the hand) 

o Expert watchers: 

 30% correct at 568 

 60% correct at 852 

o Novices 

 20% correct at 568 

 60% correct at 852  similar to professionals 

 In game sports: important to interpret movement of other players 

4. How to find better movement (error based learning & reinforcement learning) 

Error-based learning 
- Estimate the error you make  

- Try to minimize the error   

 correct for a fraction of the error  

(e.g. hit a bit stronger when too short) 

 Learning rule: change the previous movement by a fraction of the error 

- Wind: gradually correct adapt & compensate for the wind  

 large errors in the beginning 

 the closer you get to the target, the smaller the corrections 

Force-field adaptation 

- Try to move to 8 targets but environment is changed 

- Robotic arm that follows your movement is pushed  

to the side due to perpendicular force field 

 adaptation paradigm: how do you adapt to  

environmental changes? 

o Force field affects fast movement  drift to the right 

 slow corrective movement in the end (less influenced) 

o With time: adapt to new environment with 

compensatory forces 

o If field is switched off: after effect  

 still compensate  drift to left 

trial n: 

𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑛 = (𝑔𝑜𝑎𝑙 − 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑛) + 𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑛 

trial n+1: 

𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑛+1 = 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑛 + 𝑏 ∗ 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑛  
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Visuomotor adaptation 

- Same principle but perturb visual feedback  
(instead of arm mechanically) 

- Participant never sees hand but a cursor indicating its position 

- Change environment: change relationship between direction of 

hand & direction of cursor movement 

o Hand moving straight, but cursor moves with a certain 

deviation to left 

 participant compensates by deviating hand movement to the right 

 error based learning: always correcting for a fraction of the error 

o After effect: compensatory effect still there in the beginning 

- Adaptation occurs to minimize a sensory prediction error 

o Before adaptation:  

brain predicts that cursor is over hand  

 sensory prediction error = difference between  

estimated cursor location (where your hand is) & cursor 

o During adaptation: 

compensate hand to right  smaller prediction error  

between estimated cursor & cursor 

Error-clamp trials (movement constrained to a force tunnel  subjects could NOT produce errors) 

- Visual feedback stays on track (are pushed back when they want to move against it) 

- Error clamp trials: subject feels like moving in a small forced tunnel 
o Force tunnel in itself has little effect under normal conditions 

o Switch off Force field without clamp: adaptation (error perceivable) 

o Switch off Force field with clamp: slow adaptation because subjects 

don’t perceive their errors (cursor always up) 

 if visual feedback is perturbed: can still adapt, but slower & less 

accurate 

 No perceivable error results in slower & less de-adaptation 

 Decay in error clamp trials can be prevented if the force tunnel is better 

matched to the natural movement 

o E.g. practice throwing: give them a huge target  all have positive 

experience but no feedback whether its good or bad  

 cannot get better  need error signal to learn! 

The cerebellum encodes sensory prediction errors 

- Make fast movement to hit target in the middle and return to starting point 

o Red: resistant to force (impact) 

o White: provides no force (air) 

- Conditions with sensory prediction error: 

o Force pulse expected & absent 

o Force pulse unexpected & present 

 cerebellum responds to these specific situations (sensory prediction errors) 

 Cerebellum is crucial for adaptation tasks (can detect that prediction has an error) 

Summary 

- Error based learning is very successful for simple movements 

- However, for complex movements there is an assignment problem: 

o Where did the error arise form & what is the optimal movement  

solution once the error is stable?  

 outcome not correct but don’t know what is causing the error 
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Reinforcement learning 
- Two components: two different ways & two different sources of  

correction  select combination of upper & lower arm for  

most efficient way to hit targets 

- error based learning pushes you on this curve with several  

potential solutions but does not bring you to the optimal solution 

- Reinforcement learning is based on the relative success & failure of the movement. In contrast to a 

signed error signal, reinforcement signals (e.g. success or failure/game scores etc.) are inherently 

unsigned, and therefore do not give information about the direction of required behavioral change 

 Imagine: external trainer saying: good result, but try to use upper arm a little bit more… (even thoug you have no error) 
- It can replace error-based learning (partly) but takes longer 

- Teacher/coaches are a reliable source of reinforcement signals 

- In unsupervised learning situations, reinforcement learning requires exploration (exploring new 

movement variants  try different solutions) & exploitation (apply movement knowledge  stick to 

what works) of the motor task 

More exploration facilitates early learning 

- “produce the same shape as shown on the screen” no feedback 

o Some produce highly variable & others rather similar solutions 

- Feedback: reinforcement signal (good/bad movement) 

o Those with natural high variability learn much faster  

 have advantage in this task 

o Those that are very consistent don’t learn so fast 

 Subjects with high task-specific baseline variability learn faster under reinforcement conditions  

 Baseline variability predicts learning across individuals 

 The same principle holds also for error-driven learning (try out  get errors  guides you) 

 

Bestärkendes Lernen 

- Bestärkendes Lernen entsteht durch qualitatives Feedback (“gut, “schlecht”). 

- Eas kann das fehlerbasierte Lernen teilweise ersetzen, dauert aber viel länger 

- Bestärkendes Lernen sit vor allem dann wichtig, wenn kein offensichtlicher Fehler mehr auftritt oder 

wenn der Fehler unverändert gross bleibt 

 Allows to learn complex movements 

 Danger: end up in a local minimum (not optimal task) 
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12 Topic 8 – Motor Learning II 

5. Skill learning & optimization (12) 

Two hallmark measurements of improved motor skill due to learning 
- Shift in speed-accuracy trade-off function (Fitt’s law: either you’re quick or accurate) 

 less mistakes when movements are executed with same/faster speed  improve performance 
(not like adaption where you (at best) recover your baseline performance) 

- Movement variability is strongly reduced (become more consistent) 

Skill learning results in less mistakes for the same or faster speeds 

- Finger sequencing task: tap as quickly & accurately as possible 

o untrained: high error rates esp. at high speed 

o trained: lower error rates at same speed  

 become more accurate 
o also: reduce variability of movement over time with learning 

 

Optimizing feedback control during learning: where do changes occur? 
Many components can be improved during learning 

 

Skill acquisition is realized by optimization 

1. the feedback control policy  better motor command (& using the right information) 

2. the predictor  better internal model 

3. Which & how well sensory information is sampled  better perception 

4. Priors  better statistics of the task 
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1. The feedback control policy 

Example 1 for developing a better Control Policy 

- Task: bring arm up into a specific 

angle  need biceps to bring arm up 

& triceps to stop 

- Perturbation: pushing arm down 

again 

- Two ways to deal with perturbation: 

o Compensate force 

o Make arm very stiff  
(high co-activation) 

 

 

o Trial 1: big activity peak in biceps caused by perturbation 

o Trial 2: EMG compensates for anticipated perturbation, but not completely 

o Trial 3: high, anticipatory EMG activity in biceps & triceps 

o Trial 4: high co-contraction is reduced  more efficient control policy 

 

- Control policy has been adjusted in two phases: 

1. Perturbation is anticipated & EMG activity is adapted to compensate perturbation proactive rather 

than reactive 

2. Once the efficient EMG pattern is known, co-contraction is reduced making the movement more 

energy efficient  approach movement in a different way 

- Note that this change in muscle activity can be achieved at many different levels of the NS 

o E.g. by adopting reflex gains (fast control mechanisms but not very flexible) or by 

o shaping the motor command sent from the cortex (slow control mechanism but extremely versatile) 

 might be a stretch reflex or a motor command 

Example 2 for developing a better Control Policy: Motor Chunking 

- Many motor tasks consist of different phases 

o At the beginning of learning: phases practiced separately 

o Later: concatenated  a series of motor actions is chunked 

- Chunking is achieved by combining a series of muscle actions into one common movement plan 

Finger sequence task: Searial Reaction Time Task (SSRT) 

- Give a fixed sequence to tap (subjects don’t realize it’s a fixed sequence in 

a declarative way, but fingers know what to do) 

o In the beginning: long reaction time (don’t know sequence yet) 

o The better you know the sequence the faster you get  

 reaction time reduced 

o Retention test: still reduced  compare retention of fixed 

sequence to random sequence   amount of learning 

 Learning = difference between mean reaction time producing the 

practiced sequence & a random sequence 

 implicit learning (subjects aren’t aware that they produce always the same 

sequence). However, declarative process might interact with the implicit learning 

(one might remember parts of the sequence explicitly) 
 mainly learned in the motor domain (producing the correct responses as 

quickly as possible), there is also a component of perceptual learning 
(sequence of stimuli appearing on the screen)  

 example of a sensorimotor learning paradigm 
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 for the sequence tapping task (different task), learning is measured as the improvement of speed & 

accuracy due to practice 

 the sequence is short & explicitly indicated throughout the experiment. However, performance of this 

task depends solely on how well the fingers can be moved. Therefore, it’s a classical motor learning 

task that has only a minor perceptual component 

 For both tasks it can be shown that motor chunks are formed during practice 

o Motor system pre-programs a sequence of 3 taps 

 long reaction time for first tap, then 2nd & 3rd are fast 

 long reaction time again for next chunk of 3 taps 

o Here the chunking results from the structure of the sequence, are 

chunks also formed spontaneously? 

- Gove longer sequence &do complex analysis to identify chunks 

 subject start to form more & longer chunks with practice  get more efficient 

 Producing sequences of muscle activations can be optimized by forming chunks 

 This requires activity in the striatum 

2. The predictor  better internal model 

Improving predictions during motor learning 

- Many motor tasks are performed with tools (kicking football, playing tennis, etc.) or in interaction 

with a specific environment (swimming, skiing, etc.) 

- Good performance depends critically on predicting the properties of the tools/specific environment 

 Modifying internal models 

Prediction preceded control in motor learning 

- Grasp object with a precision grip & move along a straight line 

- During the movement: perturbation of load 

- Measure hand path, grip force & load force

 
o It takes up to 70 trials until subjects could produce straight line movements 

o At trial 4, the grip force peak is reached after the load force peak  high safety margin because 

the objects properties are not well predicted. 

o Grip force is already adapted at trial 10 

 Learning to control the movement path takes much longer than learning to predict the required force 

 Subject can learn to predict the behavior of the object before they master control over the behavior 
(Able to predict object properties after 10 trials, but performing a movement with it takes much longer) 

 Quickly learning predictions of tools enables us to stabilize our limbs (integrate tool into body scheme) 

3. Which & how well sensory information is sampled  better perception 
- Experts are particularly sensitive for task specific sensory information 

o If you learn a movement: some feedback of your body is erased because you focus on the others  

 don’t realize that legs are bent during complex movement 

o Swimmer: builds up a very specific feeling of how the waves are hitting his body in rhythm that 

he knows he is swimming well 
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- Cricket: eye movements of batsman 

o Experts have a different eye movement pattern than amateurs: 

o Time until the saccade to the expected bounce point is shorter (can predict where it bounces 

without needing to follow the trajectory) 

 more information extracted from first phase of 

ball trajectory 

 the way your sensory information works 

improves with practice 

 

Priors  better statistics of the task 

Previous experience influences behavior via priors representing the statistics of the task 

- Golfing: have to consider the hill  hit a little bit uphill 

 have to become an expert to learn how ball behaves on slopes  depends on prior knowledge 

o Can easily formulate this as a statistical problem 

- Problem: variabilities of how we sense/perceive the environment  uncertainty 

o E.g. tennis: sensory information of ball less reliable in twilight 

 prior information on how opponent plays (know statistics) 

 certain expectation  brain combines informations from 

senses with prior  highest likelihood where ball is 

- The resulting belief has a mean position between Data & Prior 

- Uncertainty is always smaller for the combined information than of each info separately 

- This type of integrating data & prior can be formalized by Bayesian Statistics & maximum likelihood 

estimation 

Example showing that prior influences perception 

we see holes & balls even though the objects are not 3D 

 know that light is coming from up 

 using prior (experience we made) & combining with information of the picture 

 perception of balls & holes 

 Always combine prior info with physical properties to form final perception 

 

Prediction: when the sensory data becomes less reliable, the brain will increasingly rely on the prior 
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The brain uses priors during sensorimotor control: the experiment 

- Task :move from start to target point but only see cursor 

(instead of finger) 

- Visual motor mapping: cursor shifted to the right  

 have to compensate by moving hand to the left 

o Purple: clear sampling/feedback at 1 point 

o green: feedback unclear  more uncertainty  

 changed condition of how well you can sample data 

- Cursor is not always shifted the same amount: 0-2 cm (mostly 1) 

 statistics how cursor is shifted  

 prior will be represented in the brain after experience 

The brain uses priors during sensorimotor control: the experiment 

 

- all subjects move on average 1cm laterally as 

indicated by the prior  

- The prior gets more weigh in the final decision if the 

visual feedback has more uncertainty 

o Purple: pretty close to zero line 

o More uncertainty: rely more on prior  think must 

be close to 1 

 more off when the shift is 0 or 2 

 

The brain uses priors during sensorimotor control: data 

- The steeper the slope, the higher is the 

influence of the prior 

 The brain learns the statistics of the task 

(prior) & combines it with sensory 

information 

 The brain estimates also the uncertainty 

of the sensory information & combines it with the prior to find the correct solution 

Previous experience influences behavior via priors representing the statistics of the task – Golf: 

- Prior (experience) ball rolls down the slope 

- Sensory information: how sloped is the putting green 

 Brian combines prior experience & sensory information to choose the right putting direction & speed 

to play the ball into the hole 

Summary: skill learning & optimization 
- Skill learning means that a task is performed better after practice 

o E.g. less mistakes when executed with same or faster speed, lower variability 

- Skill learning can be understood within the framework of optimized feedback control theory, requiring 

the improvement of the controller, the predictor, sampling sensory information & the formation of 

task specific prior 

- Examples for optimization are reduction of muscular co-contraction due to training, forming o fmotor 

chunks, or developing an optimal strategy to receive sensory information 

- If we move with a tool, we first learn the properties of the tool before we can control it 

- The brain acquires the statistics of the task during practice which is combined with sensory 

information to influence behavior 
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What else should you know about motor learning 
- The more practice the more improvement of performance (more pain, more gain) 

- High motivation (reward) leads to increased effort during practice, additional it might facilitate 

physiological mechanisms important for neuroplasticity 

- Training with augmented feedback leads to faster learning at the beginning than training without 

such feedback However, it cal also lead to “feedback dependency” i.e. performance drops 

dramatically as soon as the augmented feedback is removed (guidance ehypothesis) 

- When two skills (e.g. dribbling & shooting) are trained, spaced training (A BB AA B A) is better than 

massed training (AAA BBB) for long-term memory & retention 
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13-1 Topic 8 – Learning Motivation 

Enhancing plasticity due to “rewarded practice”: Coding rewards 

 

 These neurons of the ventral tegmental area (VTA) learn stimulus reward contingencies 

Enhancing plasticity due to “rewarded practice”Anatomy 

 

Dopaminergic neurons 

Dopaminergic neurons project also to M1 (primary motor cortex) 

- Dopamine: modulates the ability to undergo neuroplastic changes 

- Tracing studies: staining for dopamine & staining for neurons that project to M1 

 identified dopaminergic neurons projecting to M1 

 Anatomical connection & important in motor learning 

Dopaminergic projections influence motor learning 

- Are the neurons in the VTA essential for learning?  destroy VTA neurons in rats 

 Dopaminergic projections from 

VTA are important for motor 

learning 

Dopaminergic terminals in M1 

- Originate in VTA 

- Contribute to M1 plasticity  

- Are necessary for successful 

motor skill 

- But not to executing a skilled task 

 VTA not important anymore 

once you acquired the task 

 The VTA-to-M1 projection is a 

candidate for relaying reward 

information that could directly 

support the encoding of a motor skill within M1 
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Reward improves motor memory retention 
Physiological model why reward has an influence on 

motor learning: 

- Participant holding a force transducer has to move 

cursor along line by applying right amount of force 

- Quantify: estimate error relative to the target 

- 3 groups with 

o Neutral training 

o Rewarded training 

o Punished training 

Motor performance 
reward:  
smallest error 

punishment: highest 
error 

but no stat. 
significance 
immediately after 

later: reward group still very low 

neural & punishment group lost quite a lot of their skills 

Improvement rel. to immediate RT 
what changed after the immediate test  
 improvement if positive

 

over time: improvement for rewarded group 
& clear worsening for the other groups 

 

Offline gain = change between immediate after & 24hrs 

 When we reward it influences the way we learn 

 improves long-term retention 

Reward & Punishment during learning 
- Adaptation task: hand underneath table, move to target 

- Experimental manipulation: rotational deviation of cursor  

 learn to compensate 

o Adaptation: 

 All groups learn quickly to adapt 

 Punishment group adapts the 

fastest (steep learning curve) 

o No vision (measurement of retention): 

 Rewarded group remembers the 

most 

 Punishment led to faster learning, probably 

because it encouraged greater behavioral 

exploration 

o Explore task more quickly because punished if wrong  faster learning 

 Reward was beneficial for retentions (learn a bit slower but maintain memory  changes brain) 
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13-2 Topic 8 – Consolidation & Reconsolidation 
Different memory systems, but similar processes 

         

Memory consolidation 
= set of processes that stabilize a memory trace after its initial acquisition 

How can that be tested? 

Consolidation occurs during awake rest within minutes & hours after skill acquisition 
Behavioral level: Indirect evidence of consolidation: performance savings 

 

 Consolidation occurs within critical time window after skill acquisition 

Testing unperturbed memory 

 

Testing perturbed memory 

 

Perturbing consolidation 

 

- Short delay: B2 “overwrites” B1  no retained memory of B1 

 The longer the delay the more time we have to start consolidation processes  help to stabilize 

memory of B1 

 Significant improvement when the memory of B1 was not perturbed for approx. 5.5 hrs 

 Consolidation of motor memories require several hours 
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The sequence tapping task 

better performance after sleep 

 improvement after resting in speed & accuracy 

 

- Learning 2 sequences: 

o Short delay between the two 

 good accuracy of 2nd sequence, almost forgot first 

o 6hrs delay between the two sequences 

 good accuracy in both sequences 

Summary – Consolidation 
- learning/practice leads to the formation of a memory trace 

o this memory trace is fragile & susceptible to interference (learning a competing motor task) 

- Consolidation is a time-dependent process that stabilizes the memory trace 

- Interrupting consolidation leads to partial forgetting of what has been learned 

Re-consolidation 

Once built, motor memories are rarely forgotten 
- Declarative memory gets lost if not used (e.g. anatomy & physiology) 

- Motor learning memory: still able to retain a sign part of it even if not used 

o Task, 2 years break  remembered all of it  motor memories are extremely stable 

 can be annoying (learned wrong technique)  to erase them: use process of reconsolidation 

Degrading motor memories during reconsolidation 

Destabilizing Theory 
modify memory:  
first it becomes 
labile again so that 
you can change it & 
make it better 

Updating Theory 
build on it & make it 
stronger 

Interfering with motor memories during reconsolidation  How to test what theory is true 

Destabilizing Theory 
early interference: memory 
strength should be degraded 

later interference: lower 
gain, but doesn’t deteriorate 
memory 

Updating Theory 
early interference: no gain 
but also no deterioration 

later interference: lower gain 

 Destabilization theory predicts that reactivation length determines whether or not motor memories 

can be degraded die to an interfering event 
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Study design 

 

Interference results 

long reactivation period + interference: 

no effect on retention 

short reactivation period + interference: 

no time to restabilize  degrade some of the 

memory (*) but coming back very soon when 

they are allowed to practice again 

Traumatic events: doctors able to depress 

memory, but pops up again very quickly when 

you are reminded 

Manipulating reaction length 

- How brief can the reaction period be so that the memory can be degraded? 

 everything that is less than 30s (at least for this task) 

A de-stabilizing memory re-stabilized due to the passage of time 

- when very briefly reactivate a motor task & then interfere immediately afterwards  

 erase parts of the memory 

- but when I give you a longer time period: 60s of rest (delay between reactivation & interference) 

 memory has restabilized 

 re-consolidation processes seems to be very quick 

 very small time window to interfere with the memories 

 

Breaking motor memories during reconsolidation 
- length of reactivation  determining whether human motor memories can be partly degraded 

- Reconsolidation initiated by memory reactivation: dynamic, time-dependent process, characterized 

by initial destabilization phase (~60s) followed by restabilization (prolongued reactivation/delay wo interf) 

- Memory only temporarily degraded & performance recovered quickly when subjects were re-exposed 
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14 Topic 9 – Neuromodulation 
Neuromodulation = change in the activity level / state of a group of neurons by 

1. Pharmacological agents 

2. Electrical stimulation (invasive or non-invasively) 

3. Magnetic stimulation 

Neuromodulation with electrical stimulation 
very high voltage, 
but only supply it 
for a very brief 
time  

 

 

 

 Electrical stimulation as measurement 
tool  activate neurons (see effect from 

outside) 

Weak constant 
/”direct” current 
applied for 10-
30min 

 

 

 

Transcranial direct current stimulation  
 modulate neuronal activity (too weak to activate 

pyramidal neurons) 

Application 
- Healthy subjects: cognitive/motor enhancement 

 improve learning memory/attention (cognitive) 

 improve motor learning/skills (motor) 

- Neurological patients: enhance recovery/maintenance of function 

 can we enhance recovery of function when brain is impaired? 

Cognitive or motor enhancement in healthy subjects 
- Enormous market: making ppl smarter/better attention etc. 

 many companies start to pop up 

Neuromodulation: miracle or myth? 
I am often asked “Do you believe in UFOs? I am always struck by how the question 

is phrased, the suggestion that this is a matter of belief and not of evidence. I am 

almost never asked, “how good is the evidence that UFOs are alien spaceships?”  

 How good is the evidence that neuromodulation really works? 

 big debate  young field  still collecting evidence that is really mixed 

Journal club: Paper discussion 

Thync:  

- Attach electrode to forehead & backhead & connect with phone 

 stimulate in different ways 

- fits in your pocket 

- scientific papers cited by thinks: only one might be good the rest are on diff topics 
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“Transdermal neuromodulation of noradrenergic activity suppresses psychophysiological & biochemical stress 

responses in humans” 

- Competing interests of the authors (owner & shareholders) 

- Method: 3 experiments with 

o Transdermal electrical neuromodulation (TEN) 

 Biphasic current 

 Frequency: 7-11kHz, intensity: 5-7mA 

 15/14min stimulation 

 30s ramp-up/down phase (slowly increase intensity) 

o Control Condition 

 Gives similar skin sensation, but lower frequency & intensity 

- Proposed neuronal basis 

TEN activates sensory neurons of faced & neck 

 those activate NTS & Trigeminal nuclei  activate RF & LC 

 something to release stress 

- Experiment 1: Sympathetic skin response 

o Temperature of face increases when sympathetic NS is activated (stress) 

o Compare change of temperature of TEN treatment & control 

o Only 19 subjects, not reported how male/female are distributed 

o Increase of 2.5% after 5min & 3% after 20min 

 2% of 37° = ~1°  measurement device has an error rate of 1° 

 “TEN can significantly dampen basal sympathetic tone sufficient to modulate the emotional 

thermoregulation as reflected in temperature changes of the face” 

- Experiment 2: Assessment of affective mood state changes 

o Psychological questionnaire (POMS: Profile of Mood States Survey) 

o Didn’t find any difference in any parameters except for tension/anxiety 

 “TEN significantly reduced self-reported tension & anxiety” 

- Experiment 3: Effects on heart rate, skin conductance, cognition & hormone levels 

  

o Found difference in HR variability  subjects had different stress levels 

 “TEN treatment significantly suppresses sympathetic activity in response to the delivery of 

unconditioned fear stimuli (el. shocks)” 

o No effects on cognitive tasks 

 “While TEN can suppress sympathetic activity in response to acute stress, it does so without impeding 

general/executive cognitive performance”  reduces stress without making you dumb 

- Discussion: Effects of TEN 

o Change of emotional thermoregulation (Exp 1) 

o Reduction of anxiety & tension (Exp 2) 

o Suppression of stimulus-evoked galvanic skin responses during fear conditioning (Exp 3) 

o Reduction of salivary α-amylase levels 

 “TEN transmitted via cranial nerve & cervical spinal afferent pathways modulated the activity of the 

locus coruleus (LC) & noradrenergic signaling to attenuate sympathetic activity & physiological stress” 
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- Potential problems 

o Small sample sizes for experiment 1 & 3 (n=10) 

o Sometimes uncorrected statistics or not reported 

o No read-out directly at the level of the brain 

 all read-outs at the periphery which could be explained by other mechanism 

o No direct test of the model, data only shows that the model might be plausible 

 only measured indirect responses that could be linked to that areas  not proving mechanism 

Enhance recovery/maintenance of function in neurological patients 

Neuromodulation with transcranial Current Stimulation (tCS) 
- Weak (<2mA) constant/”direct” current (TDCS) for 10-30min 

- 50% of transcranially applied direct currents reach the brain 

- Modulating the brain with tDCS: 

o Inducing neural activity in M1 with TMS: 

 E = 100V/m needed to depolarize neurons 

o Modulating neural activity in M1 with tDCS: 

 E = 1V/m at 2.5mA intensity 

 polarize the soma by tiny amount but simultaneously in then thousands of neurons 

 tDCS cannot be used to induce neural processes but it has a modulating effect on ongoing processes 

Acute tDCS effects on corticospinal excitability 

- stimulate briefly & TMS measurement shortly afterwards 

 does the stimulation before change the response?  

 change in excitability? 

o Excitability under anode increased 

o Excitability under cathode decreased 

tDCS after-effects 

- Stimulate for 5-13 minutes  can we induce a longer lasting effect? 

o tDCS after-effects up to 2 hrs after stimulation 

o depend on glutamatergic system & NMDA receptor activity 

o result most likely from LTP  reflect neuroplastic changes at the synaptic level 

o are possibly facilitated by reduction in GABA

 

tDCS applied during motor training facilitates neuroplasticity in healthy participants 

- tDCS applied during training can facilitate motor memory formation 

o most likely by modulation LTP-like processes (easier to induce LTP) 

o tDCS effects can be measured at the behavioral level (motor task learning) 

o particularly when the training consists of multiple sessions spaced over multiple days 

tDCS facilitates motor learning in stroke patients 

- Cross-over design (every patient had real tDCS or  

sham for same motor learning task in random order) 
- Proof-of-principle experiment 

o Beneficial effects of tDCS 

o No after-effects were seen at a retention test 10 days later 

 Improving function & activities of daily living in patients after stroke even after 3 months 
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Neuromodulation with tDCS: miracle or myth? 

- Reasonably effective when combined with motor training in neurological patients  

 makes training more efficient (effects vanish when training is stopped) 

- Cheap equipment, easy to use (maybe even at home) 

- Currently we don’t know how to predict responders/non-responsers 

 Careful optimism  future large scale RCTs have to test effectiveness 

Neuromodulation with transcranial alternating current stimulation (tACS) 
- Weak alternating currents are applied 

- Constant change of current polarity:  

o no net change of membrane potential 

o but potential starts to “oscillate” 

The Brain oscillates 

ERPs are nice but have limitations 

- Problem: ERP experiments are useful for identifying responses to discrete events, but cannot be used 

for experiments which involve continuous signals 

- Instead: look at the frequency of the signal during a task or during rest 

 transforming the signal from the time domain to the frequency domain (Frourier Transform) 

Classical EEG Bands 

- The distinction into different bands in mainly due to historic reasons 

- In practice distinuigishing individual bands is often more difficult & different authors often use 

different definitions 

- Also there are individual differences between subjects 

o E.g. Delta (0-4 Hz) – slow oscillations during deep sleep 

o Theta (4-8 Hz) – related to memory processes 

o Etc. 

Modulating Brain Oscillations: tACS 

- Can we make the rhythms of the brain stronger? 

o Non-invasive stimulation technique 

o Weak alternating currents 

o Thought to influence neuronal oscillations in a frequency specific way 

Facilitating memory consolidation during sleep with tACS 

While sleeping: slow wave activity strong 

 important for consolidation of memory 

 declarative memory stabilizes over sleep 

can we facilitate that? make it stronger? 

 try to stimulate brain with very slow frequency and see 

whether this has an effect 

 

- Applying tACS with a frequency of 0.75 Hz during early non-REM sleep improves declarative memory 

consolidation (learning word pairs) 

- Probably via more intense communication between hippocampus & cortex (more sleep spindle activity) 

- No effect on procedural memories  

Tremor suppression with tACS 

- Hwen tACS is provided with the “right” coupling relative to the ongoing resting tremor in patients 

with the Parkinsons disease the tremor is suppressed 

 apply electr. Stimulation to “neurtralize” oscillation of tremor  invert signal 
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Neuromodulation with tACS: miracle or myth? 

- Transcranial alternating current stimulation (tCS) can be used to entrain oscillatory brain activity 

- The effect of tACS depends on the relationship of frequency & phase between the applied stimulation 

& the underlying (intrinsic) oscillatory activity  need to be tailored to the individual subject 

 tACS could be a useful tool for neurorehabilitiation but we are only beginning to understand what is 

possible 

Exam Information 
- In total: 60 points 

o 36 points (60) = 4 + 0.25 Bonus (lab work) 

- Computer exam: mix of MC (K-Prime) & open questions (Freitext) 

o K-Prime: 100%: 1 point, 75% 0.5 points, 50% or less: 0 points 

o Freitext: reduction of points for terribly wrong answers 

- 2 question categories 

o Knowledge questions (max. 50% of points) 

 
o Questions testing understanding (rest of the questions) 

 

 
 interpret or design a little experiment 


